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Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for picking up this new issue of ‘Dialogue’. The topic for this edition of the
magazine, ‘Protest’, was a very controversial one to write about.
Thanks to the development of social media and the globalisation of news’ networks around the
world, public opinion has been consistently affecting politics, international relations, and shaping
minds and opinions of a consistent part of the global population. Protesting has become a fundamental part of our society, and civil uprisings have been focusing on a wide variety of different
issues in the last decade. In this edition of the magazine, the ‘Dialogue’ team has engaged with
some of the most relevant topics of discussion of the past year. As students, we considered necessary to try and inform our university colleagues on the different kinds of popular concerns that
have been developing around the world.
We have worked really hard on this edition, and I want to thank the rest of the editorial team for
their precious effort. Therefore, we sincerely hope you will enjoy your reading, and please feel free
to contact us for clarifications and feedbacks.

Yours sincerely,

Ottavia Conte Pastorella
Editor-in-Chief

KCL Politics Society

Dear Reader,
You have in front of you the collective work of fellow students, who dedicated their time to writing,
editing, compiling, and designing this edition of Dialogue. I am grateful to these individuals who
took the time from their schedules to invest it into something they deemed worthwhile.
This edition is centred around the idea of protest and the energy that has been put into the creation of this edition is rather emblematic of the activity that behind protests.
Disagreeing, dissenting, or disliking something can be a hard thing to express and the concept of
protest encompasses all of these notions in different senses. Somehow, despite it not always being
easy to stand up for something, we live in a time where protests seem to occur relentlessly: the
weekly Friday climate strikes, Facebook and Twitter statuses, the current UCU industrial action, Me
Too.
Our world has witnessed a growing amount of voices shouting on a stage that has been stretched
to an unprecedented size due to social media. This in conjunction with the increasing diversity of
things you can support or disavow means that the climate is almost bursting with things for you
to express yourself on. The politicisation of brands means that depending on where you buy coffee
you can support LGBT rights or where you buy clothes can show disapproval of sweatshops. The
world is very loud at the moment with people protesting. That is why this edition of Dialogue is
dedicated to uncovering and exploring the nuances and different executions of protest currently
sweeping across the globe.
Dissenting from something can be hard and it can require a lot of energy. This edition recognises
the vast amount of work that people across the globe are putting into their protests. Fundamentally, protests are the result of wanting to make the world a better place and that mission deserves
acknowledgement, whether you agree with the efforts or not.

We hope that you enjoy this edition of Dialogue and that it can help break down the clamour of
the world into comprehendible conversations.
Sincerely,

Katharina Fletcher
President, KCL Politics Society
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Where do we
Draw the Line
Between
‘Legitimate’
Protests and
Organised
Chaos?
By Tao Mox Lim
As the wave of social movements
and protests are gaining ground in
the contemporary, extreme versions
of political action alongside the
complexities of the nature of dissent,
have blurred the line of distinction
between peaceful activism and
anarchism. Polarising opinions on
certain agendas have kept the press
attempting to be on the right side of
political correctness. Nonetheless,
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while movements, protests, riots,
rebellions and revolutions all have
the general goal of demanding
change, these terms differ from their
political willingness to employ
unrestricted means to their ends.

will look at how different tactics and
motivations have grounded them
into different categories of civil
disobedience.

At its core, civil disobedience, as
claimed by Kimberly Brownlee, is a
While this article serves to draw the ‘public, nonviolent, conscientious yet
line between protests and organised political act contrary to law done
disarrays, it is not meant to offer a with the aim of bringing about
critique on the effectiveness of said change in law or policies of the
protests or the nature of its morality. government’. While this definition is
It is also important to note that it largely subjective from a contextual
too, does not
point of view, this article
condemn nor
“Polarising opinions will showcase three main
discredit any
key identifiers that set a
on certain agendas protest apart from
forms
of
motivations
have kept the press disarray: the symmetry of
that
means and ends; the
attempting
to
be
on
contribute to
breakdown
of
the ongoing
organisations;
and
public
the right side of
protests. By
opinion.
political correctness.”
using different
case studies
The bigger factor that
such as the 2010 United Kingdom distinguishes protests from riots
Student Protests, 2018 Yellow Vest would be the sheer magnitude of
Movement, 2018 Extinction Rebellion employed tactics by riots being
Movement and the historical disproportionate to its end-goal;
employment
of
Satyagraha when the political actions way
philosophy by Gandhi in the quest surpasses the conduct of accepted
for India’s independence, this article norms established in society. While
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we recognise that these tactics Furthermore, riots tend to show a
were deliberately chosen to breakdown of law enforcement
embarrass governments, attract that can take shape in varied
media attention and to create scales: from road blockages,
pressure for a response, a critical vandalism, occupation of buildings
defining factor would be violent- and looting to the obvious
nonviolent distinction. For example, declaration of martial law. What
the Yellow Vests Movement which sets riots and protests apart from
emanated
from
the
dissatisfaction
with
the
Macron administration over
rise in fuel prices, chose to “Public opinion plays one of
resort to intense violent- the largest roles in deciding
based rioting rather than
and legitimising whether a
lobbying-based activism. As
such, this can be seen as a
movement is branded a
clear defining factor of the
peaceful protest or an
disproportionate use of force
to achieve a goal that could
anarchic rebellion.”
be negotiated/progressed in
a democratic environment.
each other is that nonviolent
To further elaborate on the point protests express their disobedience
above, it is noteworthy to to the law within the bounds of
recognise
that
the
French fidelity of the law. There is still a
disproportionate experience if basic respect to fundamental legal
applied cross-culturally, largely codes of morality i.e., preservation
differs
from
nondemocratic of human rights and life, property,
experiences. For example, the respecting the integrity of the state
Hong Kong Umbrella Movement rather than a blatant, anarchist
employed more extreme tactics to rampage on law.
prevent being silenced or ignored
by the state and to some extent, it For example, in the Indian pursuit
was the only way to display of independence, Satyagraha,
dissatisfaction against a formidable, which emphasised on the use of
autocratic authority. Hence, while peace as a nonviolent expression
avoiding
the
caveats
of of resistance and the respect of
generalising the two movements enshrined civil law, had showed a
that differ largely on political clear distinction from riots. By
climates, protests generally have
limited means (constrained to
nonviolence
and
defiance)
whereas, riots tend to have
unlimited means to reach their
objectives.
At
the
rudimentary
level,
legitimation is a key prelude to the
classification of protests from riots:
whether parameters of political
action, tactics, purpose have been
approved by authorities. Once
again, this is subject to the level of
freedom of expression enjoyed by
varying political climates yet,
consent of authorities can be
considered one of the easiest
apparent
identifiers.
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choosing peace (strikes, economic
boycotts) as its predominant tactic
of choice, Gandhi and his
movement utilised the moral high
ground to seek international
support and safeguard themselves
from
potential
threats
of
countering force. In comparison,
the Extinction Rebellion (an
international
environmental
movement using civil disobedience
to compel governmental action to
adhere to policy commitments),
with its “Rebel for life” motto,
showcases the very tactic it
employs to reach its ends through civil disarray (public
transport disruption, vandalism,
blockages) as means of harnessing
public attention, instead of a legal
class action lawsuit or lobbyist
approach.
Another case study worthy of
exploring would be the 2010 United
Kingdom Student Protests in
response to the planned increase
in tuition fees and spending cuts
on education by the ConservativeLiberal
Democrats
coalition
government.
Primarily
spearheaded by the National
Unions of Students, the organisers
soon lost control of the thenpeaceful protests as protestors
began engaging in aggressive
methods for example, occupying
universities and the campaign

Features
headquarters of the Conservative
party, conducting vandalism on
HM Treasury’s buildings and
attacking the royal motorcade
despite attempts by NUS
organisers
to
stop
them.
Introspectively, there were clearly
no signs of organisational
elements in the 2010 movement
as compared to the Indian
National Congress or the
Extinction Rebellion who had
visible organisational structures
and leaders with coherent and
clear strategies of achieving
ends.
The
student
demonstrations were rather a
leaderless,
grassroots
movements that gone rogue exhibiting
the
distinction
between an organised protest
movement from an unruly riot.
Moreover, public opinion plays
one of the largest roles in
deciding
and
legitimising
whether a movement is branded
the peaceful protest or the
anarchic rebellion. While we
recognise the subjectivity of the
nature
of
different
civil
disobediences is dependent on
the social receptions toward the
question at hand, the key
determinant that sets protests
from rebellions would be
whether its goals receive popular
support. Yet, this can once again
be influenced by the nature of
the regime or the biases shown
by media outlets in depicting the
movement as a protest of a riot.
All in all, while civil disobediences
all demand changes, the tactic
and their very political nature
determine whether they fall
under the peaceful protest label
or
the
anarchic
rebellion
subdivision. While protests may
seem to be the cornerstone of
democracy in terms of freedom
of speech, there is a need to
keep in mind that different
political climates and their
tolerance
to
such
demonstrations may influence
KCL Politics Society
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how these events are perceived.
Generally speaking, three key
defining factors that separate
these social movements into
their respective camps would be
the deployment of symmetric or
asymmetric means to achieve its
objectives, the effectiveness and
coherence of organisational
tactics and strategy and finally,
the impact and favour of public
perception and opinion.

Are Protests
CounterProductive?
By Pinja Rönkä
Growing up in the cultural
context of Europe, protests have
been integrated as a very
fundamental part of the political
culture. Expressing dissatisfaction
about political decisions under
the right to freedom of speech is
widely accepted. However, this
article would like to dive deeper
into the topic of protesting and
think about the practicality and
other implications which might
emerge within. Fundamentally,
protests are widely used to
forward political objectives and
raise awareness, hence some
thought has to be put into

evaluating the effectiveness of
this tool. Is the cost-benefit ratio
not only neutral but negative?
This article is going to ponder
some perspectives and examples
when it comes to the counterproductivity
of
protesting.
If we think for a brief moment
what the implications are that
protesters hope to get out of
their behaviour, we can come up
with things like “raise awareness
and gain recognition for the
cause”. Such objectives are
believed to kick-start action and
change in policymaking. But on
the contrary, there are studies
which found that “extreme
protesting undermines activist’s
goal of attracting more people
to the movement”, and often the
change created is minimal.
Protesting can also cause harm
to the cause and even create
resentment among people. One
example of this is the Extinction
Rebellion movement in London
and around Europe. When in the
morning, one is trying to make
their way to Strand across
Waterloo bridge in the pouring
rain because public transport is
cancelled due to the protests,
gratitude is not the first feeling
crossing one’s mind towards the
rebellions. Most of the average
people cannot see further than
their noses when it comes to
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daily inconveniences. In this way
protests such as Extinction
Rebellion are targeting the
wrong part of the population.
Hence, they dismiss amazing
individuals such as Greta
Thunberg as people who are
spreading unnecessary climate
change panic, and agree with
Trump’s comments on “Chill,
Greta”.
The feminist movement and
different branches linked to it,
most recently the debate about
women’s reproductive rights in
the United States, has raised a
lot of opinions and voices from
both sides. What is about to be
explored
next
does
not
contradict the necessity and
utmost importance of such
movements but aims to analyse
how such social movements
might undermine their own
goals. As said earlier, in this
article
the
purpose
of
movements and protests such as
the Women’s March in 2016 are
meant to stir up emotions and
responses, which are hoped to
result in a change in actions
taken. Nevertheless, when we
look at the feminist movement
in its diversity, we can detect
that the negative images
affiliated with it cause stigmas
and divide people into different
groups. For example, labelling
and men’s comments on the
topic of abortion bills irrelevant,
which is accurate in theory,
protestors might silence some of
the support from men. Due to
demonising
the
opposite
gender, they might feel like it is
not their fight to be fought as
they have no role to play in it.
Furthermore,
social
labels
created through the aggressive
nature of protesting prevent
individuals wanting to identify
themselves with the cause
because they do not agree with
the level of intensity. In these
ways protesting might thwart
down the prospective support
from individuals who essentially
KCL Politics Society

agree with feminist values and
equality but do not want to be
seen as bra-burning activists.
So, the question might be asked:
What else can be done? Even
without performing acrossbenefit analysis, it can be said
that there is a certain difference
in effectiveness between raising

“Social movements have
always been among us,
but the political
hierarchies and social
elite make it harder for
the public
opinion to reach on top.”
public awareness and simply
protesting for a cause. They are
not mutually exclusive but
protesting can be practised
separately from the former,
which
is
counterproductive
according to this article. One
might feel that more focus
should be put on targeted
lobbying on the top of the food
chain where the actual largescale
decision-making
is
happening.
Donald
Trump
signed the ban for sending
assistance to foreign clinics

offering abortion services two
days after the Women’s Day
March 2019, which implies that
protesting did not affect the
process of decision-making. A
similar case is the Paris Climate
Agreement falling into pieces
regardless of children protesting
in front of political buildings and
refusing to go to school. These
examples show that more
targeted actions and lobbying
have to be employed to utilise
more diplomatic tools of
persuasion.
We should also pay attention to
the importance of advocacy,
public figures and educating
people to achieve global or
local change on certain issues.
A white male sitting in the
congress of Alabama does not
care if women are protesting
outside for reproductive rights
because he does not feel
personally connected to the
issue. He might find it difficult to
relate due to a lack of empathy
for the cause and a certain level
of ignorance. Because of such
politicians, protesting might in
some occasions even detach the
cause from the policymaking
because politicians find them
aggressive and irrational, and
hence refuse to listen to them.
Instead,
protesting
should
politically activate women to
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make their way to the table
where such abortion bills are
signed. When they do (like with
the case of Alabama Governor
Kay Ivey) they must be better
educated to understand the
importance
and
wider
implications
beyond
such
irrational decision-making based
on conservative values rather
than statistics and science about
female
health.
Social movements have always
been among us, but the political
hierarchies and social elite make
it harder for the public opinion
to reach on top. This can be due
to the aggressive nature linked
to protesting as an activity, for
example, the feminist protests.
Such movements have the
downside of dividing the
population into two opposing
sides, ignoring the necessity of
collaboration. Protesting alone
can be counterproductive if it
focuses on forcing change
without
persuading
and
targeting the leaders, not just
frustrating
average
people.

Do Protests
Work? A
LatinAmerican
Perspective
By Kléber Olmedo
In Latin America, a single person
can earn up to 16,000 times
more than another. As reported
by the United Nations, this is the
most unequal region in the
world in terms of wagedistribution.
Consequently,
economically
and
socially
disadvantaged minorities have
proliferated and have become
KCL Politics Society

subaltern social groups, which
are the social groups whose
political voice is denied, as per
explained by Gramsci’s work on
cultural
hegemony.
In addition, weak institutionalism
has also impacted the region
due to a historical trend of
shifting between democratic and
autocratic rule parties. As a
result, formal spaces for political
participation seem to be scarce
and rather unconventional forms
of participation such as protests
have become more tense.
Based
on
the
above,
demonstrations are apparently
the only mechanism that
minorities have in Latin America
to pursue their policy interests.
Notwithstanding,
the
effectiveness of this mechanism
is only evident in the short-term
because,
paradoxically,
institutional
weakness
also
hinders the proper political
articulation
of
the
demonstrations.
As explained by Professor Brown
-Nagin, Dean of the Radcliffe
Institute of Advanced Study at
Harvard University, not only can
protest work but it becomes a
need for those groups who are
ostracised from the political
processes and who lack effective

representation of their interests.
From a post-colonial prism,
protest is defined as a 'popular
self-activity to challenge the
hegemonic order and the
existing patterns of hegemonic
domination.' It is post-colonial in
the sense that it goes beyond
traditional understandings of the
working class as the only
emancipatory subject and rather
incorporates other actors who
ignore their differences and join
together with a common
protesting aim. The aims range
from the achievement of
legislative or policy change to
the
sole
expression
of
disapproval.

An example of the above are the
protests in Ecuador that took
place at the beginning of
October of this year. These
demonstrations
united
indigenous groups, students,
teachers, women’s collectives,
transports unions and left-wing
political parties who despite
having been encountered in the
past (such as the case of the
indigenous groups and the leftist
parties in 2015) united together
against the elimination of fuel
subsidies by the government.
The policy goal was not only
achieved but what particularly
stands out is the fact that, during
the negotiations that ended the
protests, the indigenous groups
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were the leading and only
participating actors together with
the
government
and
the
mediating
institutions.
This
demonstrates that protests not
only work to achieve a policy goal
but also to make visible groups
that have been historically
neglected and abused.

governments in order to calm the
social uprisings. Following the
example
of
Ecuador,
the
withdrawal of the removal of fuel
subsidies is just a small portion of
the overall discontent with the
economic measures adopted by
the
current
government.

The consequence is that social
Notwithstanding,
the
policy order becomes very unstable and
changes that are achieved by
means of protests are not always
long-lasting or very substantial
“Protest cannot be
because of Latin America’s weak
institutionalism
which successfully articulated to
paradoxically is also the very
reason for the proliferation of concrete policy proposals.”
protests in the region. As
explained by the literature, the
lack of strong institutions means
new protests can emerge at any
that there is also a scarcity of time. The problem with future
institutionalised platforms where protests is that they are forcefully
actors can intervene in the political repressed and even criminalised
processes for which informal based on the argument that
methods such as protests tend to concessions have already been
be used. The problem is that this made by the state. The result is
weak institutionalism also impacts thus an endless cycle where weak
the long-term political articulation institutionalism provokes protests
of the protests. A lack of a proper and likewise it impedes the proper
strategy by the demonstrators political articulation of the social
together with a lack of proper demonstrations.
platforms of participation result in
the problems just to be Protests
have
therefore
superficially addressed. It can even demonstrated to effectively work
be argued that any policy changes for the subaltern social groups in
achieved by the protests are just order to make them visible and to
small concessions made by the
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achieve immediate policy changes
only. This is explained by the
strong relation that exists between
protests and weak institutionalism.
The reason is that, on the one
hand, from a post-colonial
perspective protest is perceived as
the response of minorities to weak
institutionalism.
Namely,
this
practice is the only way by which
subaltern social groups can have a
political voice within the Latin
American political environment
where institutions are not strong
enough and political spaces are
not
available
for
them.
Notwithstanding, on the other
hand, weak institutionalism is also
the reason for which protests
struggle to achieve deeper
political change. In this sense, the
lack of strong institutions in Latin
America is the triggering factor for
the escalation of violence in the
protests. Demonstrations are not
seen as legitimate by the state but
rather as criminal actions which
are forcefully repressed. The
response from the civil society is
also more intense and violent
which in turn delegitimises any
political claims. Consequently,
there is a detrimental impact if
more substantial political advances
are attempted since protest
cannot be successfully articulated
to concrete policy proposals.
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Are Protests
Becoming
the Norm?
By Camilla Garzon
When reading the news in
previous months, it’s possible to
see that several countries have
been facing serious internal
conflicts due to a rise of intense
popular protests. Hong Kong,
Lebanon, Catalonia: these are
just some of the places where
people have begun to contest
the government by taking their
grievances to the streets.
Protesters in Hong Kong have
blocked entire sections of the
city for weeks, while in Chile the
centre
of
Santiago
was
completed sealed off by the
greatest protest rally since the
end of Pinochet’s dictatorship.
Climate change protests as well
involve thousands of people
around the world and don’t give
any sign of fading away anytime
soon. In this regard, Professor
Jacquelien van Stekelenburg,
who studies Social Change and
conflict at Vrije University in
Amsterdam, says that “the data
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shows that the amount of
protests is increasing and is as
high as the roaring 60s, and has
been since about 2009”. Even
intuitively it would be quite easy
to agree with Stekelenburg’s
statement: since the early 2010,
when a “movement of the
squares” saw mass rallies in
capital cities across the Arab
world, the globe has been in a
state of deep unrest. Every
continent has been touched by
protest activity since and, similar
to the protests of the 1960s,
small local acts have quickly
moved towards becoming a
proper global phenomenon.
Despite the fact that protests are

“Local rebellions come
to acquire a global
echo that resonates in
other parts of the
world and inspire
actions .”
usually triggered by specific and
local issues, such as the
extradition law in Hong Kong or

raise of subway fares in Santiago,
it can be argued that some
common underlying issues bind
today’s rebellions together. The
financial crisis of 2008 had a
significant impact on the lives of
citizens in both developed and
developing countries. Young
people especially — those who
came of age during the febrile
years after the collapse — have
come to regard precarious work
and rising inequality as the norm,
albeit a deeply unjust one. As the
journalist Jack Shenker argues,
the reality they are facing harshly
clashes with the promises of the
governing class: instead of
support and attention, too many
find their requests not being met
with enough strength or being
completely ignored. Therefore,
amid social and economic
failure,
elites
have
been
struggling to justify their power
and have shown weakness and
vulnerabilities that involuntarily
encourage
protest
activity.
These common underlying issues
can generally help us to
understand the current intense
surge of protests: disillusionment;
frustration with the current state
of the political and economic
system; the feeling that there is
simply nothing to lose are all
crucial features in any kind of
popular rebellion. However, they
don’t seem to be sufficient in
explaining the reason for the
close contemporaneity of the
movements since, despite these
similar triggers, there is no
explicit coordination at a global
level. Therefore, an interesting
question we could ask ourselves
should no longer be: “Why are
protests happening now?”, but
rather, “Why are all these
protests happening now?”
The first question would focus on
the interplay of endogenous and
global issues while the second
one would make us think about
connections:
the
difference
between these approaches,
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albeit
subtle,
reflects
a
fundamental
aspect
that
characterises current protests
just as much as it did in the 60s,
namely the importance of
exemplary acts and imitation in
the spreading of rebellions.
Similarly to Parisian protesters in
1968, who were watching on TV
the events unfolding in West
Germany at the Free University,
or Berkeley students, who were
featured on the news headlines
of all the US media outlets,
contemporary protesters are
taking inspiration from one
another. A Chinese diplomat, for
example, declared in an official
Communist party paper that
“the disaster of Hong Kong [has]
already hit the western world,”
following reports that protesters
in Catalonia were being inspired
by their counterparts in Hong
Kong. Local rebellions come to
acquire a global echo that
resonates in other parts of the
world and inspire actions that,
despite different goals, still
participate in this project of
“protesting”.
Thus,
while
recognizing that protests do, of
course, occur because of
endogenous grievances, it could
be argued that they act as some
kind of trigger for each other:
this multi-lateral inspiration
becomes important not only in
establishing objectives or a
modus operandi (such as the be
water technique implemented
by both Hong Kong and
Extinction Rebellion protesters)
but also in legitimizing and
normalizing the action itself. This
particular aspect becomes more
evident if we take into account
the central role played by media
communication: the growing
omnipresence of the internet
and social media in our daily
lives has deeply impacted the
way people understand and
later perform protest activity. On
the internet, in fact, the
unfolding of determinate local
events can be followed by the
rest of the world almost
KCL Politics Society

instantaneously: people living in
one
authoritarian
and
oppressive government are able
to immediately know if citizens
of another authoritarian and
oppressive government have
begun to fight for their rights. In
some cases, they might take
inspiration and start to protest
themselves: the seeds of
protests often lie in the fact that
people perceive rebellion as a
possible action and the internet
has been crucial in making many
examples available to the
general public.
The most interesting part,
however, happens in the
aftermath of the news of a
protest hitting the digital
headlines. Within few minutes,
intellectuals; politicians; and

“Protests do, of course,
occur because of
endogenous reasons.”
most importantly, common
citizens, can all participate in
discussions and debates in front
of a global audience. Protests
enter daily conversations and
become a recurrent topic for
millions of people who are
technically external to the
rebellion.
Therefore,
the
amplification of local acts
through digital media not only
determines their spread because
of the example they are setting,
but it also helps to include them
in public discourse, and after a
while, people implicitly come to
view protests as increasingly
normal. Today, nobody gets
surprised anymore that millions
of people are protesting in Chile
— after all the same thing is
happening in Hong Kong,
Lebanon, Iraq, Europe and the
US — while almost ten years
ago the entire world was
shocked by the events unfolding

during the Arab Spring. While
this can be traced back to the
increasing
normalisation
of
protests as a means of inspiring
change, this situation can also
be seen as a self-fuelling cycle,
because the more people
become familiar with protests,
the more they feel legitimised to
protest themselves, expanding
the spectrum of issues to tackle.
This legitimisation based on a
shared praxis has turned
protests into a semi-normal act
that
is
quickly
gaining
momentum within the political
and social landscape of many
countries. Extinction rebellion
protests represent an interesting
example of this tendency: as
movements that can potentially
concern anyone, they have
introduced to popular protests a
variety of subjects that normally
would
have
not
actively
protested. Now, everyone has at
least heard of the movement
thanks to personal experiences
or media coverage and a young
teenager skipping school to
strike for climate doesn’t seem
so unreasonable anymore.
After all, the current trends seem
to show that whether it’s
through direct experience or
through indirect participation,
we are slowly starting to
recognize popular protest as a
familiar (if not even normal) way
of voicing our frustration,
disillusion and fears.
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In a renewed age of protest,
political systems across the globe
are finding themselves under
intense scrutiny. From South
America to the Far East, 2019 has
been characterised by a virulent
strain of political unrest. In the
following articles, the rise of militant
tactics will be assessed alongside
the increasingly prevalent role
played by social media in
diversifying the field of protest.
Despite
this,
the
historical
precedence of traditional peaceful
protest is something which cannot
be ignored. The 30 year anniversary
of
the
Alexanderplatz
demonstrations in East Berlin
demonstrates the strength mass
support of liberal democratic values
carries, something which can be
applied to the increasingly polarised
environment which has developed
in Britain as a result of the Brexit
conundrum. On the domestic front,
the varied responses to the actions
of Extinction Rebellion suggest the
unsettling features of protest are
not just worrying in their
immediacy, but also in their divisive
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long term impacts. A broader
understanding
of
protest
is
therefore crucial if security and
social cohesion are to be
maintained.

The Season of
Militancy:
Global
Responses to
Political
Failure
By Ellie Muir
Amidst a global breakdown of
confidence in the political systems
which govern citizens, an era of
dissent has emerged. Protest can be
a powerful political tool for
influencing change and history
reveals as much. Today, popular
protest has seemingly become the

only option left for citizens to secure
progressive change. As a result of
this global wave of protest,
government attempts to combat
dissent have become increasingly
authoritarian, posing a significant
threat to the freedoms of the
demonstrators. 2019 has been a year
characterised by protest, from the
UK to Hong Kong, Bolivia to
Lebanon, Chile to France. Popular
protest does not appear to be a
trend lacking longevity. In the
Edwardian campaign for female
suffrage in Britain, Women’s Freedom
League (WFL) leader Charlotte
Despard said ‘there are times and
seasons in human history when civil
disobedience is the highest duty we
can offer to our generation’, and it
seems the international political
climate today resembles this season
of human history.
As popular protest has become
commonplace, tactics of protest
have changed too. Violence and
militancy are effectively causing civil
obedience, but whether this will
bring change from the top-down
remains to be seen. A prevalent
protest tactic today is to establish an
overwhelming sense of disorder,
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within the bounds of strategy, so political actor, do not possess the approaches to global dissent
as to leave the government with same legitimacy as peaceful highlight a developing correlation
no other option than to comply protest. Increasing militancy has between
uncooperative
with demands of the protesting also initiated a broader turn to governments and an infringement
group. We can trace such violent authoritarianism in the stemming of individual liberties. Such a
militancy through the historic of dissent. This also poses a risk to phenomenon is not lacking
efforts of the suffrage movement, the physical security of protesters historical foundation. In November
which instigated a
1910, the infamous 'Black
brutal response from
Friday' saw over 130 women
authorities.
Emily
file complaints against the
Wilding Davison, a
“The Suffrage movement in Britain London Metropolitan Police
Suffragette
and
for assaults committed upon
member of the The showed [that] when protest produces them following the WSPU's
Women's Social and
deputation of
fatality, it can impact and increase attempted
Political Union (WSPU),
Parliament. Here, police
paid
the
biggest the attention given to the protestor’s brutality stood in complete
sacrifice possible by
contradiction
with
the
demands .”
throwing herself under
broader
purpose
of
the King’s horse at the
authority.
Rather
than
Epsom Derby in 1913,
understanding
the
which was arguably the peak of themselves. In Hong Kong, where argumentation of the Suffragettes,
the Suffrage campaign and has an extradition law sparked calls for authorities provided justification
been intrinsically linked to the 1918 greater democracy, levels of police for continuing militant protest
Representation of the People Act, violence and brutality have tactics.
through which a proportion of become unprecedented, with Currently, civil disobedience is in
women gained the vote for the Amnesty International conducting vogue across the globe. Protest
first time in Britain due to their investigations into police violence. has entered a season of human
willingness to endure physical The images of soldiers wielding history with ill-defined rules of
hardship.
batons in metro stations are a engagement and the results are,
clear reminder that our political without
question,
unsettling.
It must therefore be asked whether systems are being confronted by a Charlotte Despard's prophetic
extremity of action is required in season of human history, to echo assessment of protest applies to
order to induce governmental Despard's words, that
policy change. On the 8th of seems to come without
November this year, the first rules of engagement.
fatality of the Hong Kong protests
was recorded. Chow Tsk-lok, a 22 It has been shown around
year-old student, is believed to the world that protesters
have fallen from a high rise car have been beaten, some
park and police investigations are hospitalised,
denied
still
seeking
a
conclusive access
to
immediate
explanation for such a tragedy. counsel and medical
Whilst there are many unanswered attention
during
questions surrounding his death, detention, amongst other
the incident undoubtedly added violations of basic rights;
fuel to the fire. As the suffrage the result is a death toll
movement in Britain showed, when which
continues
to
protest produces fatality, it can alarmingly climb. As such,
impact and increase the attention the authoritarian countergiven to the protester’s demands. response to protests
In such politically turbulent times, could serve to entrench
militant activists seem increasingly the
hostile
dynamics
ready to push the boundaries of which initiate them. On a
legitimate protest. In Central humanitarian
note,
Bolivia, small town mayor Patricia protesters who remain
Acre was recently the target of anti most vulnerable are those
-government
protesters
who who are arrested and
dragged her through the streets detained,
as
barefoot, forcibly cut her hair and accountability becomes
covered her in red paint. Arguably, even more difficult to
these
post-election
clashes, sustain behind prison
including the physical abuse of a bars. Thus, authoritarian
KCL Politics Society
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the varied locations and causes of cleaner rivers, fresher air and a fair whilst targeting an area in which
dissent
that
have
arisen
few elites actually reside.
throughout 2019 and provides
historical reference to those “[XR] need to decide wheth- Further points of anger derived
seeking to ensure permanent and
from Canning Town's proximity to
meaningful change. However, the er the early morning com- Canary Wharf. The incident
increasingly violent methods
to taunt zero-hour
muters living from pay- seemed
employed by protesters and
contract
workers
through
authorities must be confronted. check to pay-check… are of disrupting what would normally
Ignoring this volatile dynamic not
be a simple commute to London's
only shreds away social cohesion higher significance than the financial hub, upon which their
but belies a far more systemic,
rest. It is up for debate
looming climate crisis .” livelihoods
fundamental and concerning
whether or not the choice of
issue: why are our political
launching a protest during the
systems failing to fulfil the wishes
early morning hours serves to
of those who sustain them?
and just plan that addresses global cement characterisations of XR as a
inequality.
What
seems
to group of ineptitude and privilege.
substantiate their views is a desire Whether these assertions are valid
for government action against the or not is a matter of personal
potentially crippling effects of opinion. What is clear, however, is
climate change and such righteous that the misguided tactics of
demands have attracted celebrity October’s protests have hardly
attention. Though the cause is rendered XR a well-intentioned
intrinsically virtuous at its core, group in the eyes of London's
many groups remain disillusioned working classes.
with the movement, the working This is not the only error of
class in particular. The purpose of judgement we have seen. Three
this article is therefore to unpick the days prior to the Canning Town
factors driving many working-class incident, XR protests coincided with
voters away from being affiliated the Queen's Speech, demonstrating
with XR despite, in many instances, a symbolic intent to pressure the
sharing similar views and fears of government to properly respond to
environmental collapse.
threats facing our climate and
environment.
Despite
these
The scenes witnessed at Canning virtuous
intentions,
reports
Town on 17th October 2019, during indicated protesters at Bank station
which an XR protestor climbed on blocked an ambulance responding
top of a rush hour DLR
train in an act of protest,
By Hiba Abdi
encapsulates the strained
relationship
between
Extinction Rebellion (XR) is currently environmental protesters
one of the biggest, homegrown and working-class citizens.
forms of organised protest taking When we unpick the
place in the United Kingdom. XR incident, many strategic
identifies as a global environmental issues on the part of XR
movement. It aims principally at begin to unravel. One of
using non-violent civil disobedience the most poignant issues is
as a tool to show the British the choice of location.
government the necessity of Canning Town, in East
environmentally friendly sets of London, is a deprived town
policies, in order to avoid tipping situated in the borough of
points in the climate system, Newham, which ranked 31st
biodiversity loss and the risk of out of 32 London Boroughs
social and ecological collapse. in
terms
of
median
Some of their objectives include household income in 2018.
establishing a Citizens Assembly, Clearly, there is some
whereby ordinary people are cognitive
dissonance
involved in decision making, between XR's passionate
reducing global carbon emissions demands for elites and
to zero within the next 10 years, government officials to take
investing in a greener economy, systemic climate action,

WorkingClass Apathy
or Poor
Strategy?
Explaining
the
Limitations
of XR
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to an emergency, before 'parting
like the Red Sea,' in their own
words, to allow it passage.
Without any doubts, these dramatic
events have a destructive impact
upon XR's public relations. Both
incidents cited above place
ordinary people between a rock
and a hard place. Framed in such
visual forms of protest, a
challenging conundrum faces the
working class. They need to decide
whether
the
early
morning
commuters, living from pay-check
to pay-check, or the ambulance
rushing to save a life, are of higher
significance than the looming
climate crisis. XR launches its
protests in order to illuminate the partially blind activist - who had dynamic will only serve to
full extent of the climate crisis, glued himself to a British Airways perpetuate the systemic threats our
something which should be jet - was charged with causing global climate and ecosystems
commended. However, when a public nuisance demonstrates as currently face. Nevertheless, the
large proportion of the population much. Spraying the Treasury with vast endorsement XR has received
is presented with such disruption, 'fake blood' alongside a harangue from a wide range of other
extremity and the moral binary of of chants, swaying and preaching demographic
groups
and
doing nothing at all or
celebrities does imply that they
clambering upon a rushhave catalysed discussion
hour train, it has to be
surrounding climate change
concluded that XR are
“The absurd rituals associated and clarified the need for
currently fighting a losing
intervention at the highest
battle. The reason for this with a predominantly white mid- levels of government. Gaby
assumption is simple - it is
a Guardian columnist,
dle-class membership alienate Hinsliff,
much easier for us to
sums up this paradigm
conceive
of
immediate
succinctly. ‘Extinction Rebellion
working-class individuals.”
danger
and
loss,
as
has built up so much goodwill;
opposed
to
gradual
it mustn’t throw that away.’ In
deterioration. If applied to
other words, the motivations
the working classes, this concept gives foundation to the claim that behind XR are pure, but its
could reinvigorate XR protest and XR protesters possess the financial execution must change if it is to
produce tangible results.
capacity, as an 'upper-middle-class' gain the broadest support possible
cult, to fritter away time on and avoid placing further pressure
A change in strategy is required seemingly ludicrous excursions upon already strained relations.
sooner rather than later. The which provide negligible, tangible
movement has broadly failed in benefits in the broader fight against
establishing a connection with the climate change. This suggests that
working class. This is best explained the absurd rituals associated with a
by a conjuncture of factors: the predominantly white middle-class
methods of protest used, systemic membership alienate working-class
demographic issues and the role individuals, even if they too are
played by stereotypes. Brendan concerned by the existential threat
O'Neill - Editor of Spiked Online posed by climate change.
and a former self-proclaimed
Trotskyist Marxist – argues, quite The lack of support XR receives
bluntly, that XR 'is an upper-middle from the working class in particular
-class death cult and we should stems from their use of outrageous
ridicule it out of existence.' The method. This sanitises the cause
ritual and ceremonial aspects of the they protest for and shifts focus on
protests cause the working class to to
the
group
itself.
Civil
dissociate,
considering
such disobedience has become the first
protests frivolous and aimless. The item on the agenda rather than
funeral procession held after a government inaction. Such a
KCL Politics Society
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The Power of
the ‘Gram:
Virtual
Agency in
Human
Protest
By Cass van Douveren
The past few months have been
characterised by intense political
turmoil. Hong Kong, Barcelona,
Chile, Lebanon - government
decisions have not gone unnoticed
and have led general populations
to the streets pressing for more
democracy and a reduction in
corruption and unemployment. A
common denominator uniting
these protests is the role social
media has played in inspiring and
sustaining them. In Hong Kong,
Telegram and the iPhone Airdrop
function have enabled images and
ideas to be spread and mass
protests to be arranged. In
Catalonia, the pro-independence
organisation, Tsunami Democràtic,
uses an Android app and a
Telegram account to organise
protests. Chileans are faced with
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countless documentations of police phenomenon is not guaranteed.
brutality on social media platforms How can social media be squared
after President Sebastian Piñera with the need for a clear figurehead
declared the country to be in a able to lead a protest movement?
state of emergency. In Lebanon, How can it be trusted in the age of
where protest stemmed from “fake news?” How can it manoeuvre
government’s attempt to tax the potent forces of polarisation
WhatsApp calls, the hashtag and
achieve
practical
#LebanonProtests
has
united improvements for the people at
Sunni, Shia, Druze and Christian large? These questions will become
citizens
in
voicing
their crucial for the future of protest.
dissatisfaction with the current Pointing out the downfalls of social
regime. The phenomenon of social media as a tool of protest,
media igniting and sustaining however, is not the answer.
protests is relatively new. Whereas Discussion of how it can be used to
past revolutions
further
were driven by
progressive
manifestoes and
causes
is
guerrilla warfare,
where
we
the sources of “The Left finds chatrooms to should focus
modern
day
our
protests
are propagate their views; the attention.
Facebook,
First,
it
Whatsapp
and Right confirms its opinions should
be
Telegram chats, in the comment section.” pointed out
the stories of
that a lot of
Instagram
and
social media
the quick tweets.
protests are
It is on social
leaderless
media that people connect with
and therefore do not contain one
likeminded others and spread
ideas, with the hope of inducing united, coherent goal. “Be formless,
policy change in the non-virtual shapeless, like water,” is the Hong
world. The Arab Spring, Occupy Kong slogan, and it is true: the
Wall Street and the Turkish Gezi Hong-Kong protests are formed
Park demonstrations are but a few through as a collective without one
past examples of social media central leading authority. The
initiating and sustaining mass young, pro-democracy protesters
protests.
have to face two opposing parties:
However, the success of this the Chinese, who influence the city,
and the pro-Beijing Hong-Kongers.
As with any political unrest, the only
hope for progress and solution is
through compromise where the
three parties have some, but not
all, of their needs met. Currently,
however, the situation Hong Kong
is faced with is that any protester
wanting to negotiate and find a
solution through compromise will
be belittled and neutralised on
social media for betraying the
cause. To keep alive any hope of
progress, some decisions need to
be made - preferably by a
figurehead who will not be
“blocked” by the social media
following. Moreover, as protesters
in Chile - who have been
demanding a reduction in public
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transport fares since October 2019
– demonstrate, social media is a
virtual space occupied by a range
of political and socioeconomic
backgrounds. Students complaining
about high tuition fees take to the
streets, joining workers dissatisfied
with their conditions. Discontent is
widespread, but without any clear
mission articulated by a leader,
such protests may lack the staying
power
to
achieve
real
improvement.
Second, there is the issue of fake
news. As protesters in Chile,
Lebanon
and
Algeria
have
exclaimed, the media is corrupt.
Despite this, their main form of
intelligence is social media. The
proliferation of fake news stems
from algorithms which fill the
confirmation bias of the protesting
group with particular, targeted
news items. There is also the
counter-movement
and
propaganda campaigns of the
government to consider. Chinese
propaganda, for example, has
evolved over time. The active
nationalistic internet community
(known as the ‘diba’), social media
influencers called ‘fangirls’ and
Chinese students studying abroad
now receive formal recognition and
endorsement from the Chinese
government if they share proChinese and anti-Hong Kong
messages. Algerian protesters, who
have taken to the streets since
February in response to the
resignation of President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika,
now
face
the
phenomenon of “electronic flies,”
where electronic trolls post progovernment
messages
and
comment violently on signs of
protest. Protesters, convinced that
social media provides the truth,
become misinformed by popular
items and state propaganda,
leaving the foundations of their
resistance exposed to criticism.
This element of fake news leads
neatly to a third issue which merits
discussion: the severe polarisation
that social media protests can
create. In places like Hong Kong,
Lebanon, Algeria and Chile,
polarisation is exactly the goal
protesters wish to achieve through
KCL Politics Society

tackling
issues
of
oppression,
unemployment
and
corruption. However,
protesters
are not
alone in this. As the
American
president
continues to attack
‘Angry
Democrat
Thugs’ on Twitter,
societies
are
left
fragmented by the
governments
which
ought to unify them.
The
left
finds
chatrooms
to
propagate their views;
the right confirms its
opinions
in
the
comments
section.
Although Facebook’s
slogan, “helps you
connect and share with
the people in your life,”
appears collaborative
and harmonious, social
media
platforms
disconnect
people
from reality and create
a hostile view towards the political
‘other.’ In a world where issues
such as climate change demand
more
national
and
global
cooperation than ever before,
social media should be a tool to
educate rather than disconnect
from our immediate neighbours.
The inherent issues of social media
protests demand us to discuss its
suitability for demanding political
change on the ground. Although it
might seem that social media
platforms are a neutral zone for
protesters to meet and discuss their
ideas, the Cambridge Analytica
scandal proves how politically
influential “Big Tech” is. The counter
-reaction sees politicians seeking to
restrain the influence of tech
companies.
US
Presidential
Candidate Elizabeth Warren is
currently campaigning to break up
the monopoly of technology.
Twitter was pressured to ban the
use of the platform for political
advertisement and Australia has
sued Google for the
misuse of location data. Of course,
the social media protests and the
political trend of more tech
regulation are two different cases,

but when Apple banned the
HKmap.live, which made it possible
for Hong Kong protestors to track
police movement, the two fields
became intertwined. The issues that
accompany the phenomenon of
social
media
protests
are
immediately linked to questions
surrounding the political influence
of the platforms themselves, the
regulation of such influence and
the cumulative impact this has
upon the lives of everyday people.
Overlooking the power of the Gram
ignores far more than vitriolic
propaganda and heated arguments
in the comments section of a
Facebook post. As such, social
media should be taken seriously in
its efforts to initiate progressive
change.
The goal of any protest is the
disruption of order and established
policy. As social media allows
protests to be larger in size than
ever before, disruption has a
dramatic impact upon the security
of citizens globally. The lack of
leadership,
the
burgeoning
prevalence of fake news and the
issue of polarisation are but a few
of the challenges which arise from
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social media protests. Yet these
relatively new social media forms are
an inadvertent phenomenon of the
21st century and rather than pointing
out the countless problems they
bring with them, it is necessary to
articulate solutions as to how they
can be used sustainably in the
struggle for human progress.

30 Years
Since
Alexander
platz: Brexit
and the
Regression of
Liberal
Democracy
By Mitra Karanjkar
2019
marks
the
thirty-year
anniversary of the Alexanderplatz
demonstration which led to the fall of
the Berlin Wall. For 28 years, the
Berlin
Wall
physically
and
ideologically separated West Berlin
from East Berlin and East Germany.
The Potsdam Agreement in 1945
gave East Germany to the Soviet
Union, in which they set up a
Communist
government.
Those
protesting in the Alexanderplatz
demonstration called for democracy,
economic reform and freedom of
movement. Today, a strong parallel
can be identified with the People’s
Vote protests against Brexit. Here,
protesters are calling for a second
referendum on British membership of
the European Union (EU), as they
believe politicians misled voters in the
2016 referendum; the promise of
sunlit uplands made by ideologues in
step with Nigel Farage could not be
further removed from the dreary
swamp
currently
paralysing
Westminster.
KCL Politics Society
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Democracy, confronting economic
disparity and allowing freedom of
movement are key to the protesters’
ideology.
The
methods
of
Alexanderplatz have also been
replicated on the streets of London.
These protests, thirty years apart,
both
in
support
of
liberal
democracy, emphasise how this
central Western concept is not as
stable as is historically assumed.
The ideology behind the People’s
Vote protest very much mirrors that
of the protestors at Alexanderplatz
thirty years ago. Those who lived
east of the Wall, in the German
Democratic Republic, were denied
democracy. According to Marianne
Birthler, a lecturer who grew up in
East Germany, the ruling party
claimed the right to control people’s
opinions, behaviour and decisions.
The protest began on the 4th
October 1989. Opposition groups
met in an apartment and agreed
upon a ‘Unified Declaration,’ in which
they called for free elections with
secret ballots monitored by the
United Nations. Similarly, those who
are calling for a People’s Vote do so
with democracy at heart. Although
many Brexiteers would suggest such
activists are going against democracy

Brexit Secretary, said, the letter "asks
them to honour our shared
democratic values; it asks them not
to turn away from us now and deny
us the chance for a final say.”

Moreover,
protesters
at
the
Alexanderplatz
demonstration
demanded freedom of movement
into West Germany. When the wall
was constructed in August
1961, it tore apart friends
relatives. Contact was
“The promise of sunlit uplands and
immediately severed. The
aspect
of
made by ideologues in step up human
demonstration has been
with Nigel Farage could not be evident in Britain too;
there are widespread
further removed from the
concerns that families will
be separated if freedom of
dreary swamp currently
movement
between
paralysing Westminster.”
Britain and the EU is
eventually
terminated.
Although Boris Johnson
and the will of the people, those has guaranteed the rights of EU
asking for a second referendum citizens to remain in the UK,
suggest the public were misled by The3million group, which lobbies for
politicians and the media as to what the rights of EU nationals in the UK,
leaving the EU would entail. says it isn’t clear how those who
Protesters have honoured the values leave the UK temporarily will be
of democracy; the People’s Vote affected, potentially leaving many EU
organisers requested signatories for a nationals vulnerable to landlord and
letter sent to Boris Johnson, EU employer discrimination. Overall, the
leaders, MPs, and MEPs, asking them Berlin Wall hindered democratic
to allow "the chance to check liberalism in a similar way to which
whether we want to proceed with Brexit has and will continue to do so
Brexit.” As Keir Starmer, Shadow well into the next decade.
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Both
the
protestors
at
the
Alexanderplatz Demonstration and
those protesting for a People’s Vote
are also united by their use of solely
peaceful protest. This is significant for
the Alexanderplatz demonstration, as it
was scale – some estimates suggest
one million participants – rather than
force, which led to their victory. This is
something People’s Vote protesters
seek to emulate. The protesters have
made significant gains in support for a
second
referendum
within
Westminster. As of November 2019,
two of the three main parties support a
second referendum. Although the
Conservative Party are opposed to a
people’s vote, Labour and the Liberal
Democrats have promised to hold a
second referendum if either gains a
majority in the December General
Election. For the Labour Party, this is
highly significant. Although the party is
divided on Brexit, the leadership were
unwilling to budge and openly support
a second referendum until very
recently. Whether this is due to
‘Corbynite Euroscepticism’ or strategic
concerns of political blowback, given
the
Conservative
emphasis
on
respecting the outcome of the first
referendum, remains to be seen.
Regardless, this shift shows how
peaceful protests, in the ilk of
Alexanderplatz, have been successful
in influencing the political dynamics in
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a House of Commons which for too
long has been marred by inertia.
The global victory of Western
liberalism in 1989, as Germany edged
towards reunification and the Soviet

“The ideals of liberalism
and democracy is more
than capable of prevailing
over isolationism and
populism.”
Union teetered on the brink of
collapse, was delivered by peaceful
protest. In 2019, Britain stands as a
microcosm of international response to
a seismic shift in global attitudes which
now seem to be leaning in favour of
populism, whatever the cost. Perhaps
the most concerning parallel to be
drawn between these three decades is
the approach taken to national unity, a
feature which hardline supporters of
Brexit seem to disregard. Thirty years
after Alexanderplatz, the failure of proRemain protest to secure a second
referendum will likely push Nicola
Sturgeon to redouble efforts to secure
legitimate Scottish independence, in
line with Scotland’s decision to remain
an EU member in 2016. There is no

clearer example illustrating the
regression of liberal democracy under
the pressures of emerging populism.
Whereas
East
Germans
were
protesting for national reunification in
1989, Brexit proceedings seem to be
establishing
disunity
within
the
population it was alleged “taking back
control” would benefit.
To conclude, the Alexanderplatz
Demonstration and the People’s Vote
protests, thirty years apart, show the
sustained threats liberal democracy
must defend against. However the
Alexanderplatz
Protest,
which
remained peaceful, suggests that mass
support for the ideals of liberalism and
democracy is more than capable of
prevailing over isolationism and
populism. It is still a tangible possibility
that the People’s Vote campaign will
secure the second referendum it
demands, potentially providing a
solution to the conundrum facing
Britain’s liberal democracy. Drawing
such historic parallels is important.
Thirty years after Alexanderplatz, we
must refocus efforts to stem the rise of
populism and turn to the liberal
democratic
values
which
were
celebrated and emboldened on 4th
October 1989.
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Wisdom From
the Land of
the Chinese
Chippy
By Alice Palmer
At
risk
of
coming
across
aggressively classist and hopelessly
conservative, I will begin this article
with a short anecdote. To give credit
where credit is due, I thank
Liverpudlian
Isabella
Frascina
Weston for bringing me down to
earth.
Coming to university, one of the
most insightful experiences has
been becoming close friends with a
dreaded “Northerner”, i.e.
the
aforementioned
Liverpudlian
Isabella. She has shared with me
knowledge on a number of topics
including the culinary glory of a
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classic chips and gravy and the
meaning of going out out in winter
without a coat. But by far the most
informative
have
been
our
discussions on Brexit, specifically in
the context of the geographic
cleavage present in Britain.

itself, and the style of its media
coverage, that polarized people on
the matter. This polarization was
exacerbated by the rise of the
migrant crisis issue and drastic
variations
in
predictions
that
opposing campaigns provided for
voters to make up their mind.
There have been mentions on behalf Brexiteers promised the NHS would
of both the Labour and Conservative receive £350 million a week as a
parties insinuating the UK should result of leaving the EU, more
leave the EU since the late 70s. independence from the wretched
hands of far-off politicians in
“It is easy to see why those Brussels, and that a free trade deal
the EU would, in the words of
dissatisfied with the way the with
Tory MP Liam Fox, be “the easiest
government is run would thing in human history”.
on the other hand,
look at the Remainers’ lack Remainers,
relied on the so-slandered
of argument and think that “Project Fear” to gather a
following, without giving voters
at least by leaving they
any legitimate reasons to stay in
could affect some change .” the EU.
However, before David Cameron
called
the
referendum
and
campaigns ensued, EU sentiment
was
neutral
and
broadly
undisturbed. It is the referendum

It is easy to see why those
dissatisfied with the way the
government is run would look at the
Remainers’ lack of argument and
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think that at least by leaving they
could affect some change. There is
nothing worse than feeling
unheard and unrepresented, but
this is a feeling continuously
propagated by politics in the UK
and its disproportionately privately
educated leaders. Clear patterns
present themselves when looking
at a map of the distribution of
Brexit referendum votes.
Disregarding Scotland and Wales
for the sake of analysis, urban
areas including big cities like
London, Bristol and Manchester
voted to remain. These are more
likely to be financial centers with a
high concentration of students and
young voters, i.e. those statistically
more likely to vote remain. Other
than the exception of such big
cities, the result appears quite
clearly split between the North and
South, with the South mostly
voting Remain.
Class is arguably the most
significant cleavage to form as a
result of the Industrial Revolution.
As new owners of industrial capital
entered the budding elite, workers
unionized in an attempt to remove
injustices related to working
conditions
and
economic
disadvantages;
demands
expressed by the socialist parties
emerging at the time. In countries
like the UK, the elite allowed these
political developments, integrating
socialist parties into national
politics, which explains why
industrialized cities of the British
North are historically home to
Labour supporters. With one of
the simplest cleavage structures
existing today, class represents a
key part of English politics; the
resolution of the church-state
cleavage during the Reformation
and rural-urban cleavage in the
19th century left nothing other
than a class cleavage to persist,
leading to the two dominant
parties present currently.
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Though the results of the Brexit
vote do not quite align themselves
with party voting, I argue that they
do align themselves with the class
cleavage delineated by the
infamous geographic divide. It
would be incorrect to make the
assumption that lower-class voters
are more likely to vote Labour and
higher-class to vote Conservative.
Labour is supported by copious
liberal progressives, including
many young people, who concern
themselves with issues of social
justice, and Conservatives are
supported by many small-town
self-made citizens across the
country.
However, a quick google search
will be very fruitful in exemplifying
exactly how the North and South
of the UK differ in most socioeconomic indicators: from average
income and cost of housing to
quality of public healthcare and
higher
education
provision,
amongst most other indicators, the
North consistently falls short of the
South. Zsolt Darvas, Senior Fellow
at Bruegel Think Tank, published a
research paper in which he used
regression analysis to show how
high inequality and poverty were
major factors in triggering the
Brexit protest vote. Additionally, as
many studies and my own

research have yielded, there is a
rather significant trend in line with
disparities of income within classes.
As headlined in the Wirral Globe:
“The poorer the area, the bigger
its Leave vote”. Those unhappy
with their financial situation, and
comparing themselves to others,
were more likely to see Brexit as
an opportunity for change than
anything else.
The majority of Northerners, on
average experiencing lower levels
of academic attainment, higher
poverty rates and unemployment
and epitomizing low British social
mobility, did not vote for Brexit
because they hate the EU. They
did not even vote for Brexit
because they believed their jobs
were being stolen by immigrants.
They voted for Brexit in protest of
their social and financial situation;
because they do not see anyone
from Birkenhead driving their
cause forward in Parliament. They
see only Oxbridge educated
Geographers who have no idea
what it’s like. Therefore, I believe
there is sufficient evidence to
suggest that the Brexit vote was a
protest
vote,
exemplifying
geographic, and ultimately class,
cleavages in this country that have
persisted throughout history.
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Rising
Against or
Rising to the
Occasion:
Considering
the Extent to
Which
Protests are
an Effective
way of
Producing
Real Change
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protest
is
inherently bound
up in a clear goal:
turning
opinion
into action.
Sheer
multitude
accounts for a
preliminary
ingredient needed
to initiate a protest
as we know it. The
desperation
for
expressions
of
dissatisfaction
to
be heard, and the desire for the
collective experience of being
included in an enterprise larger
than the self, are a powerful
combination. Numbers for the
January 2017 Women’s March
climbed into the millions. The
Extinction Rebellion reached
sixty cities worldwide. It is
difficult to imagine either being
forgotten by anyone living
within the scope of their media
coverage. When it comes to
protest, size matters. Add one
part organisation, one part
commitment to non-violence,
and one cause that will appeal
to at least a sizeable portion of
the masses, and the recipe for
an effective protest is complete,
according to Ph.D. Candidate in
Government
at
Harvard
University Shom Mazumder.

protest is defined as a
movement aiming to create
change, its success may then be
considered to be inseparable
from the achievement of its
original goal. Such a literal
approach to determining the
effectiveness of a protest
depends entirely on it directly
resulting in the desired change,
whether that be ousting Donald
Trump from office, cancelling
Brexit plans, or pushing a
nation’s
government
to
supremely prioritise the climate
emergency, to cite recent
By Issabella Orlando
examples. But this is far too
linear a definition of success,
Human beings have expressed
and thus an impractical way of
their exasperation towards that
determining the effectiveness of
which they object to for as long
a protest on the whole. The
as
they
have
organised
many anti-Trump protests that
themselves into orderly societies.
have emerged across America
Since the earliest Athenian
since
the
democracy through to the
2016
present day, citizens have
election, the
collectively risen against
‘the
tyrant’–leaders,
“When it comes to protest, size matters. anti-Brexit
gatherings
institutions,
corporations,
outside
Add
one
part
commitment
to
nonideologies, individuals big
British
and small. Defined today as violence, and one cause that will appeal to
Houses
of
‘a
form
of
political
Parliament,
expression that seeks to a sizeable portion of the masse, and the
and
the
bring about social or recipe for an effective protest is complete.”
global
political
change
by
disbanding
influencing the knowledge,
of
the
attitudes, and behaviours of
Extinction
the public or the policies of
Rebellion movement might all
an organisation or institution’ by
be argued to be effective, not
University
of
Wisconsin But the effectiveness of a protest
because they have resulted in
professor
of
Mass cannot be considered without
the pragmatic success of their
Communication
Dr.
Doug clearly defining what ‘effective’
distant aims, but because of
McLeod, the concept of social means in this context. If a
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something they all share in successful protest, it must be a group for counteracting their
common: the dispersion of their carefully measured ingredient. own enterprise by interfering
messages
and
ideologies, Too little, and headlines are not with a mode of transportation
courtesy of mass media. An made, the severity of the issue at that indeed reduces the city’s
effective protest is not the hand
is
not
adequately carbon footprint, and for
confrontation of an institution by enforced, and the group disrupting
transit-dependent
an angry mob; it is a process of remains on the fringes of working class Londoners instead
accumulating
of taking up their qualms with
supporters of and
governing bodies. In other
raising awareness
words, protests’ effectiveness
for an issue that
highly dependent
“A plethora of economic research isuponalsothe care
needs
resolving.
taken to fineRaising an issue to convinces that social movements as tune the context and degree
the public eye and
of their inconvenience to the
mind
therefore such are needed as a precursor for public, capturing citizens’
absolutely must be
attentions
without
fundamental change.”
seen as a legitimate
antagonising them.
factor in whether or
The social protest often stems
not we can consider
from
heated emotions and
a protest to be effective.
society; the protest falls flat. Too
therefore
is
not
always
much, however, and the public
A plethora of economic research might start to resent a cause approached with the clearconvinces that social movements that might have otherwise had headed rationality it requires.
as such are indeed a precursor the potential to resonate with it, Violence often diminishes the
for fundamental change. While as concluded by Stanford productivity of a movement,
Mazumder’s research traces University
sociologist
and once it begins to result in
clear links between countries in psychologist Robb Willer and his destructive behaviour instead of
which protest was prominent colleagues. Recent storming of constructive change. Riots are
and subsequent political change the London tube by Extinction less likely to make news due to
during the twentieth century Rebellion activists are an the poignancy of their goal than
American
Civil
Rights appropriate example of this; to the increasing aggression that
movement,
another
recent interrupting workers’ commutes violent demonstrations become
Harvard paper stresses that caught attention in a negative known for. Consequential liferather than having an immediate way, video footage showing threatening
conditions
for
effect on institutional actions, London Underground users protesters and bystanders then
protests are effective because themselves
pulling
the distract from the concerns which
they pique public interest. protesters down from atop a might have otherwise been
Drawing attention to an issue, train. Word of mouth now coherently
expressed
and
according to an analysis by a ridicules the environmental received. While to protest is
group of economists from
indeed to challenge, simply
Harvard
and
Stockholm
Universities, is apparently good
enough;
a
group
once
exercising its voice on the
fringes of society can be
brought into the mainstream of
public life, even if only capturing
attentions
due
to
the
inconvenience of a closed road
or bridge. ‘Peaceful, lawful
protest - if it is effective - is
innately disruptive of “business
as usual”,’ claims American
journalist Naomi Wolf. “That is
why it is effective.’
While disruption is surely
another crucial necessity of a
KCL Politics Society
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shouting “No” is not enough to
right something one views as
wrong. Social movements in the
form of public temper tantrums
are arguably as productive a
method of reaching a resolution
as is a toddler who refuses to
eat by throwing his food. The
professional sector of the
Extinction
Rebellion
here
exemplifies a positive extension
of the movement, aiming to
work with the municipal councils
of London boroughs to make
pragmatic changes. That a
movement
integrates
an
element of willingness to work
with the institutions it is
dissatisfied with in a productive
and professional manner is
integral to the success of the
goal at its core.
Alternatively, some quash the
legitimacy of the impact of
protests in political practise. In
their collaborative book, King's
College London Digital Economy
lecturer Nick Srnicek and his coauthor, City University of
London sociology professor Alex
Williams, social movements are
demoted to pastimes, picked up
recreationally by a public that
fears missing out on the thrill of
the picket line. And they have a
point. It has never been more
on trend to be socially aware,
politically active, and angry
about something. To some,
gatherings
like
Extinction
Rebellion, infamous for blasting
music
and
throwing
the
appearance of a party arguably
prevent the messages at their
core from being taken seriously
– by the rest of the public and
by those in positions of power
alike. While violence can distract
from a worthy cause by
disrupting order to a dangerous
extent, too light-hearted an
approach can diminish the
seriousness of the advocacy,
and thus the effectiveness of the
protest.
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It is simply not realistic to
assume that, as optimistic as one
might like to be, all of the youths
who have pinned XR badges to
their jackets, or all of the
Instagram users who posted
photos of sassy, slandering
Women’s March picket signs are
as educated as they can be on
the causes which they publicise
support for. Effective protest is
not just about participation;
showing up to a march is not
enough. Education of the
participants is a final factor to be
addressed in this ode to
movements that actually stand a
chance in making change. More
moving than an assemblage of a
thousand heads and bodies is
the single citizen who asks, ‘How
can this situation be improved?’
and informs themselves of the
actions required to achieve that
development, both on a
personal and on a public level.
Equally, the greatest impact may
lie in the hands of the youth
who decide to, instead of
ridiculing the politicians and
institutions that have let them
down, take matters into their
own hands and become the
political, commercial and social
leaders they had hoped to be
led by. The same goes for those
who are willing change their
long-entrenched habits for a

cause which trumps their longlived comforts.
Perhaps if we are to get to the
bottom of what kind of protest
has the greatest chance of
making change, we must look
past sheer numbers and
volumes. The voice worth
listening to is more likely to be
the quietest whisper asking the
right questions than the loudest
bellow in the crowd. Perhaps
most meaningful act of protest
of all is not the challenge of a
fist in the air, but the extension
of
educated
suggestions,
practical solutions and the
willingness
to
compromise
offered by an open hand.
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#MeToo: The
Hashtag That
Caused an
Unfortunate
Throwback
By Sarina Bastrup
This article will be focusing on
#MeToo as an umbrella term used
to highlight the tendencies of sexual
harassment and assault, specifically
in the western, white-collar, work
environment. As #MeToo is such a
broad movement, both geographically and content wise, there are
many ways to approach and measure the success of the movement.
While this article will argue that the
successes of the movement in this
particular aspect were limited, this is
not a reflection of the many other
areas and definitions of #MeToo
worldwide where a great variety of
extensive successes can be measured.
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The #MeToo movement was a historical revolution. In just 5 days it
went from being a single exposé by
the New York Times on Harvey
Weinstein and his many indiscretions and assaults, to being a
worldwide
online
phenomena
which highlighted the systematic
tendency and unspoken frequency
of sexual assault and harassment.
To me, it was going to be life
changing. Or at least so everyone
told me. I was 19 when #MeToo

“The idea that men would
accidentally or unknowingly
participate in actions of
harassment is just blatantly
false.”
broke out. A recent high school
graduate, working my first full time
job, applying for universities on the
side. In other words: The world was
at my feet, and my life was just
about to begin. By all accounts and

assumptions, the #MeToo movement would greatly change my life
for the better. I would enter into a
new and improved workforce,
where harassment would be unacceptable, and speaking out about
in case it did happen, would be
much easier. However, two years
later, as the backlash of the movement starts to surface, it appears
that the initial heartened, optimistic
response to #MeToo may have
been premature.
Although the movement is only
two years old there are already
several black on white pieces of
legislation which were brought
about by the #MeToo movement,
aimed at preventing or combatting
many of the aspects, victim where
using the movement to shed light
on. In France, for example, the
minister for gender equality under
President
Macron,
Marlene
Schiappa, successfully introduced
provisions to ban catcalling and
verbal harassment. An initiative
which resulted in more than 450
fines in 10 months. In the United
States, 15 states passed and ratified
the so-called “Me Too Bill” establishing provisions about workplace
harassment. While, most noteworthy, the International Labour Or-
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ganization (ILO) passed the Violation and Harassment Convention.
A historical piece of legislation
which for the first time saw an international legislative body recognize that sexual harassment and
violence have no place at any
place of work in any part of the
world. 10 countries from a broad
geographical spectrum stretching
from Iceland, to Uruguay, to Uganda have already agreed to ratify it,
with many more expected to follow.
Generally, it would appear that
#MeToo brought about extensive
change, and fast. Yet, a study by
the University of Houston showed
a different story. According to the
study, the many rapid accusations
which surfaced in 2017 and the
year to come, did nothing short of
indirectly reinforcing the glass ceiling. Men in powerful positions
started fearing they would end up
in damning headlines, and as a
result they started introducing policies – official, as well as unofficial –
implementing what has since been
dubbed ‘the Pence Policies’. A concept named after the United States
Vice-President Mike Pence, who
famously refuses to dine alone with
any woman, other than his wife.
According to the study, men feared
being accused, or ‘Me Too´ed’, so
much that 19% of men said were
reluctant to hire attractive women,
21% said they were reluctant to
hire women for jobs involving close
interpersonal interactions with men
(ex: jobs involving travel), and 27%
said they avoided one-on-one
meetings with female colleagues.
Policies which all contribute to
gender-based workplace discrimination. A concept which has long
been outlawed in most countries.
Furthermore, the same study found
that men and women overwhelmingly agree on what constitutes
harassment, and that when they
don’t, women are more lenient in
defining what harassment is.
Meaning that the idea that men
would accidentally or unknowingly
participate in actions of harassment
is just blatantly false. Similarly, the
argument that women are overly
sensitive and that men are being
KCL Politics Society
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falsely or unnecessarily accused of
misconducts, falls to the ground.
Men and women both know what
constitutes harassment. Yet, instead of simply not participating in
such behaviour, the solution has
become to once again, and continuously, exclude women from jobs,
simply because they are women.
This is clearly an outdated, and
outright wrong approach to take.
The right approach would have
been for men to remind themselves that if they treat their col-

“Men in powerful positions
started fearing they would
end up in damning
headlines.”
leagues of all genders with dignity
and respect, they won’t face accusations of doing the opposite. After
all, participating in harassment isn’t
a contagious disease, that you
must take precaution in order not
to catch. Nor is it accidental. Participating in harassment is a conscious choice, and thus the choice
to not participate should be an
easy one to make. After all, the
conscious choice that is currently

being made to exclude women,
based on their gender, may protect
men from ending up in sexual harassment complaints but will
(thankfully) eventually ensure they
end up in gender discrimination
complaints instead.
Today I am 21. I am slowly approaching my permanent entrance
into the workforce. I am applying
to internships and looking for work
experience opportunities. Yet, by
the looks of it, my chances of succeeding at these are even worse
now, than they were before
#MeToo. While this is an ultimately sad development of
things, and a major step backwards for the equality movement,
not all things are lost. At the time
of the University of Houston
study, #MeToo was still fresh.
New accusations were still surfacing, and the world was in the
process of finding its new post#MeToo resting place. Hopefully,
when a new study is conducted in
a couple of years, the men implementing the Pence Policies will
have either come to their senses or
been righted by gender discrimination laws. Furthermore, there will
eventually be, a whole generation
of men and boys as well as women
and girls, raised in or after the
#MeToo era. They will be the longterm success measurement of the
#MeToo movement, because they
will be proof of whether the move-
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ment really did bring about
change. Ideally, to them, harassment will not even be an option.
But while the prospects are currently grim, the last, and most
important thing that gives me
hope, is that thanks to #MeToo
and the reforms it brought about,
the job I will, hopefully, eventually
land will be one where I can be
free of harassment. A guarantee
that many women did not have
prior to the movement. The convention passed by the ILO and
the subsequent legislations starting to resurface in individual
countries, will protect me and
millions of other hopeful young
women, from the harassment
that many women before us, saw
as an inevitability of going to
work. So, while the hashtag may
have temporarily created a backlash in the form of a throwback to
70 years ago, it has also ensured
the safety of millions of women
around the world, every single
day when they go to work, and
that, for the moment, should be
the success criteria by which we
measure the #MeToo movement.

How Popular
Protest Can
Protect the
Policy Space
By Nicholas Accattatis
Government, in democracies at
least, strives to concoct a mixture
of policies which reflect the public
will and satisfy their diverse interests to the greatest possible degree. Thus, when people take it
upon themselves to protest sometimes violently - it is strong
evidence to suggest that their
government is not fulfilling this
function as well as it should be.
As it stands, this phenomenon
has become global. In Hong
Kong, protests were sparked by
the introduction of a bill which
would have allowed criminal suspects to be extradited to China.
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Across the Pacific, in Chile, the
trigger was a hike in public
transport fares. Hopping over the
Atlantic to France, it was a rise in
fuel taxes. The list is endless, and
the reasons for protest appear to
be diverse. Nevertheless, at its
root, popular protest, whether in
Hong Kong or France, is caused
by the same underlying reason:
the people not being heard.

Understanding the mechanism
behind the shrinking of the policy
space relies on a basic understanding of collective action, or
action taken by a group to
achieve a common goal. Mancur
Olson, an American economist,
outlined a particularly pessimistic
view of collective action problems
since “rational, self-interest individuals will not act to achieve
their common or group interThis is not as simple as lambast- ests.” He argued instead that
ing politicians for not fulfilling small, organised groups of similar
election promises. Instead, it is a individuals will be more likely to
deeper indictment of the shrink- overcome collective actions. In
ing of the space within which po- 2014, two Princeton professors in
litical candidates articulate their political science, Martin Gilens
positions on issues. This space and Benjamin Page, carried out a
can be referred to as the policy study testing whether this theory
space; in its broadest form, it en- could translate to collective accompasses
tion of a political
all the polinature in decies
for
mocracies. They
which
a
found that, of
“Fortunately,
democracy
candidate
the four major
can profess has another feature which theories of how
their suppolicies are deport. The counterbalances the effect cided in the
reduction
of the shrinking of policy United States,
in the polithe
prevailing
cy
space
space: popular protest.” theory is that
can be a
“organised intermajor
est groups have
source of
a very substandiscontent for the masses as it is tial independent impact on public
generally issues most pertinent to policy.”
them that end up being crowded
out.
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The implications of this dynamic on
the policy space are of enormous
significance. Since organised interest groups carry so much influence,
political candidates must pay more
attention to them if they want their
support for re-election. Support
can come in a variety of forms,
none more obvious than campaign
financing. As a result, only candidates which propose favourable
policies on issues pertinent to a
small minority of the population
will be selected for election. In other words, candidates that try to
incorporate issues pertinent to the
masses, such as redistribution, will
enjoy less funding than their minority-backed counterparts do, and
thus, over time, will become less
and less competitive until they ultimately drop out from the political
scene altogether.
This explains why candidates who
bring these issues to the forefront
rely heavily on small donations to
bolster their war chest. Bernie
Sanders, in both the 2016 and 2020
Democratic Party primaries, stands
out as the clearest example; the
average donation to Sanders’ campaign in 2016 was $27, and only
2% of his campaign funding came
from Wall Street. In contrast, Hillary
Clinton, his establishment-backed
opponent, accrued her finances
mostly from Super PACs and bigmoney donations, including 1/8th
from Wall Street.

At this point, one could ask whether this problematic feature is built
into democracy. It could very well
be. Fortunately, democracy has
another feature which counterbalances the effect of the shrinking of
the policy space: popular protest.
Samuel Huntington, an American
political scientist, identified three
waves of democratisation in recent
history. Accompanying each wave
is a reverse wave, as reactionary
forces win back control and suppress democratic sentiment, at
least for the period of time until the
next wave. This concept of waves
and reverse waves can be applied
to the same dynamic at play between the two opposing forces special interests and popular protest - affecting the size of the poliKCL Politics Society
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cy space. As the shrinking of the
policy space inches towards a
threshold, the people grow restless,
and as soon as this threshold is

“Only candidates which
propose favourable policies
on issues pertinent to a
small minority of the population will be selected for
election.”
crossed, the people take to the
streets in protest . The protest is a
signal to politicians and elites alike
that, if the policy space is not expanded once more to include policies and issues in their interests,
then perhaps these protests could
lead to something even more impactful: revolution. At this point, it
is in everyone’s interest to expand
again to include issues appertaining to the masses. Yet, the erosion
of the policy space commences
almost immediately. Each time its
shrinking becomes slower and
more methodical, and the popular
backlash more intense.
Consider the United States between the World Wars. The economic and cultural prosperity of
the Roaring Twenties papered over
stagnating farming and mining industries, creating a class of disillusioned urban and rural poor. The
Wall Street Crash in 1929 exacerbated their deprivation, and the
fact that it was caused by irrespon-

sible Wall Street speculators only
intensified their bitterness towards
the ruling classes and to the system
of capitalism itself. As a result, the
Communist Party of the United
States experienced an enormous
upswing in membership and relevance; they mobilised the frustrations felt by those left behind and
began agitating for genuine
change. Roosevelt’s New Deal, encompassing wide-ranging policies
designed to alleviate the suffering
of poor Americans from the Great
Depression, can be seen as a concession to the poor to prevent
them from mobilising further and
potentially overthrowing the established capitalist system. In other
words, the threat of revolution
forced Roosevelt’s hand, as programs like Social Security and public works projects were introduced,
thus expanding the policy space to
include protections for the poor.
The arguments in this article are
two-fold. The first offers an empirical explanation for the underlying
motivation behind the protests we
see today, and also those have
seen throughout history. The second is a normative one; protests,
although sometimes criticised for
being destructive and counterproductive, are the masses’ most
powerful tool at their disposal for
conveying their anger towards the
political establishment, and it is one
which they have a right to keep
and use when they see fit.
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Why Protests
Won’t end
Anytime
Soon
By Thomas P. Sørensen
The world is captured in a cycle
of protests and counterprotests. Countries are gripped
by a struggle against the political elite, an elite which in many
cases is as fractured and split as
the people protesting themselves. But the protests should
be seen for what they are; eco- which the survival of capitalism 2011 gaining almost 75% of the
nomic in nature and mired in starts to come to depend politi- seats in parliament. In the face
the problem of a world of losers cal extremism and authoritarian- of this the democratic-capitalist
and winners in an increasingly ism.
dynamic of the middle class
neoliberal world order. Fundabroke down and on the 30th of
mentalism and nationalism take The Arab spring happened as a June protests began sweeping
hold in a backdrop of increased result of authoritarian and cor- Cairo ending in the military coup
immigration, reduced financial rupt governments, but only as which forced again Egypt open
security and increased unem- they proved incapable of eco- to the international market, with
ployment for the lower classes. nomic growth. It was the middle the government raising of basic
At the other end of the spec- -class fighting back to secure goods prices in preparation for
trum, we find the established their continued economic devel- the slashing of the subsidies enmiddle class of the West and the opment. The demands for tirely. Here, we see how authoribourgeoning ones of the Global “Bread, Freedom and Social Jus- tarian capitalism is not only beSouth trying to facilitate ecocoming possible, but at
nomic growth and wealth
times also preferred in
accumulation for themselves
turn making protest by
and increasingly aligning with
“Protests should be seen for the lower class is becomneoliberal policies to promote
ing effectively irrelevant.
capitalism in its most un- what they are; economic in naLebanon’s current prochecked form.
ture and mired in the problem tests, hailed as a continuaThe wave of fundamentalism
tion of the Arab Spring,
and populism sweeping the of a world of losers and winners offer us as window into a
world should be seen for
in an increasingly neoliberal conflict engendered priwhat it is; the frustration of an
marily due to economic
world order.”
abandoned populace willing
issues and rising unemto attach itself to any ideoloployment. As unemploygy promising liberation from
ment steadily creeps fortheir misery. This misery is not
ward people take to the
more extreme than it used to
streets from all strata of society
be, yet the margin for what is
demanding first an end to the
considered
liveable
has tice” which aligned the lower increased living prices, but then
changed, the notion of survival classes too were mostly about the resignation of the governhas therefore been altered. Ig- social justice. But the new sys- ment and now political accountnoring calls for the reversal of tem failed in the battle for bread ancy as a whole with the slogan
the neoliberal progress of de- and in the face of even more “All of them means all of them”.
regulation, scrapping of social severe despair the lower classes As one of the most multicultural
welfare and general employ- have become radicalised, this nations on earth, Lebanon proment has come to generate a has culminated in the rise to vides a clear example of how
dangerous situation, one in power of the Muslim Brother- revolt and protest has everyhood and other Islamic parties in
KCL Politics Society
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thing to do with economic issues in provisions. Yet they are misguided open or close the borders they inevithe current age. Hezbollah gains and with conflicting aims, this is why tably end up propagating the same
traction in poorer areas, while in Macron in his most ad-hominem at- overall system. In the words of the
the more multicultural centres pro- tack to date can classify it as right- French Philosopher Guy Debord
tests go on even without similar wing with a degree of truth; these “Struggles between forces, all of
Islamic fundamentalist agitation. In elements too exist within the move- which have been established for the
a country with 25% unemployment ment. Incohesive and swinging from purpose of running the same socioand 1% owning 25% of the GDP,
economic system, are thus officially
according to the Washington
passed of as a real antagonisms.”
Post, is this really so unexpected?
But this the caveat; they are not
Are the protesters and supporttruly antagonistic, nationalism, funers of Hezbollah really support“In
Žižek’s
words…
Macron
is
damental Islamism and even
ing radical Islam or what it promises; freedom from the economic attempting to offer solutions “communism” can exist perfectly
fine within a neoliberal market
slump of the nation.
to problems that he and his world order. This is why the busiIn Europe and the West the strugness world is split on Brexit, it truly
class have created .”
gle is effectively the same. In a
makes little difference in the long
world were as Žižek, the Hegelian
run as the policies will ultimately be
philosopher, states, the conservaneoliberal. This is also the reason
tives are not conservative but newhy the protests ultimately seem
oliberal, the lower classes in face of left to right like a pendulum at the to bear little fruit, they are essentially
rapid economic change and in- latest development, however the protesting themselves and once the
creased immigration find conserva- movement risks obsolescence. Want- protests end they go back to tacitly
tism useless. Their new political lead- ing both lower carbon emissions and supporting the system that creates
ers come in the form of Le Pen, cheaper gasoline, more welfare and the issues they protest.
Orban, Åkesson and Salvini; people lower taxes it is the middle classes
promising the maintenance of the and the lower classes desperately A unifying factor of all the global
status quo in one shape or another. attempting to reconcile against the protests is that their immediate
This is why the yellow-west move- technocratic elite; yet this is an im- “causes” rarely are the actual reason
ments demands are doomed to fail, possibility, for these classes want dif- for protest. In Chile the proposed
they are protesting the best the ne- ferent systems. The truth of the mat- hike in tube fees was scratched, the
oliberal order has to offer. Instead ter is, in Žižek’s words, that Macron is Hong Kong extradition bill has been
the failure of the protests carries eve- attempting to offer solutions to withdrawn and the Lebanon government has even stepped down; yet
ry promise of further radicalising the
problems that he and his class have
protests continue in many cases
French in the face of the next eleccreated.
stronger than ever before. The only
tion. Macron is the pinnacle of the
achievable in the current world order The problem for the protests is that reason to be found is in completely
and he falls short in every fashion of they are either for or against the sys- inadequate economic conditions for
people’s expectation.
tem, yet neither version of the pro- the expectations and promised living
test perceive that both are part of standards.
The initial demonstrations took place the same system. That regardless of
by the poor, against rising costs of whether the attempt be to force It is the collapse of communism all
over again, an economic regime
living, corruption and lacking welfare
promising that opportunities for
wealth and happiness exist; that faith
need to be maintained in the system
to provide even as it clearly doesn’t.
The economy cannot keep up and
division of wealth is too asymmetrical, with the highest wealth concentration since the pre-ww1 era with
Piketty estimating that the top 1%
controls almost 16% of wealth in the
west. Against this backdrop protests
will only continue to grow and what
seems to be the initial spark will be
impossible to put out once the gasoline of economic malaise is added to
the mix.
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Algeria’s
‘Revolution of
Smiles’:
Fighting for
Democracy or
Pursuing
Economic
Stability?
By Nicolò Vertecchi
Algeria’s “le pouvoir” – the opaque
system of governance that has
been in control of the country since
the end of the Algerian War of
Independence - is crumbling under
the sledgehammer of popular
protest. The straw that broke the
camel’s back is the decision by 82year-old
Algerian
President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika, who has been
ruling the country since 1999, to
run for a fifth consecutive term in
the 2019 April elections. This article
KCL Politics Society

will argue that Algeria’s biggest
protests in 30 years are not a
manifestation that the spirit of
liberal democracy has awakened in
people, but that the Algeria’s old
clientelist regime, since the
economic and oil crisis of 2014, has
been unable to meet the material
demands of civil society, regardless
of the political nature of his
government. On the contrary
Algerians are turning towards nonformal
means
of
political
participation,
given
the
ineffectiveness of the democratic
process throughout the years, and
their weariness with democratic
principles, understood in the West
as having free and fair elections.
Under
these
circumstances,
Algeria’s Arab Spring risks of
becoming another chapter in the
history of strong men acquiring
power and imposing their will in
the
region.
Since
the
acquisition
of
independence from French rule in
1962, the country has traditionally
been run by a network of
patronage, whereby the President
only played a formal role, while the
important matters were decided by
a nexus of army chiefs, ranking
officials, wealthy businessmen,

secret service officers, and older
politicians, that influenced state’s
decisions, by placing or removing
new individuals in government,
according to their needs. And yet,
massive popular protests, took
place only after 20 years of
Bouteflika’s entourage’s rule. By
looking at various statistics, it is
possible to argue that people’s
uprisings were a response to the
economic conditions in which
civilians struggled to live, and to
the
government’s
increasing
inability to meet the material needs
of the civil society, rather than the
nature of the formally democratic
government, or the spreading of
greater
democratic
ideals.
During the 2010s Bouteflika’s
policies aimed at acquiescing the
people, by bolstering the economic
system. This strategy worked for
the government’s stability, as in
2013, according to a research
conducted by Princeton University
and published in the Arab
Barometer, two thirds of the
population rated the economy as
‘good or very good’. Protests
against the undemocratic rule of
the ‘pouvoir’ were very rare at this
point, and mainly consisted of
minor riots, known as ‘protesta’.
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What changed everything for the April 2019, the President resigned,
stability of the state institutions was leading to a reshuffling of
the collapse of oil prices in 2014. government. But millions of
Algeria’s economy is in fact Algerians kept on peacefully
strongly based on the oil economy protesting on the streets, refusing
and crude global prices. Since 1999 calls by the government to go
and until the early 2010s the
Bouteflika’s
regime
was “With a political system that
successful in avoiding mass
is unable to meet the basic
revolts because it created a
system
based
on
state
needs of the population,
distribution of rents from its oil
protests are paralyzing the
reserves, great subsidies and pay
country.”
back to civil servants, thus
materially improving people’s
lives and rising their expectations back to the polls and elect a new
for a better future. This system cabinet. The refusal to go through
could no longer work in the post- democratic elections is a symptom
2014
global
economy.
The that Algeria is going through a
government has failed to pay period of suspicion of democracy.
salaries to public employees and For the past years in fact,
pensions, provide good basic democratic government have
services, such as access to water, proven to be corrupt and
electricity and public services. In incapable of delivering satisfactory
2016 just a quarter of the results. Two statistics have to be
population assessed that the borne in mind about the role of
economy of the country was in democracy in Algeria. The first is
good conditions. By 2019 these that since 1999 citizens have not
statistics went down to just 13 per been truly involved in the
cent, with more than 40 per cent democratic process, because of
stating that the economy was the their lack of trust in the institutions.
main problem with the current Only 1 out of 5 people said that
status
quo. they have an interest in politics,
and only 19 per cent said they
With a political system that is voted in parliamentary elections,
unable to meet the basic needs of with old people being more likely
the population, protests are to vote than younger ones. Linked
paralyzing the country. On the 2nd to a low turnout at the polls, only
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40 per cent of Algerians believe
that
democracy
is
always
preferable than other political
system. The remaining part either
believes that a non-democratic
regime would be more successful
or that that it makes no difference
whether the government is
democratic or not.
It is noticeable then, that
democracy understood in terms of
procedure, as an institution that
ensures free and fair elections, has
been losing appeal in the country.
On the contrary, there is a growing
demand for a political system that
is able to be responsive to the
economic conditions of the
country and to people’s demands,
as well as to ensure law and order
and to create jobs. What shape
this system will take is difficult to
know, given the leaderless nature
of the movement and the doubts
over the role democracy should
play
in
the
future.
Bearing in mind the lessons of the
2011 waves of protests in the
region, Algeria should be wary of
the possibility of seeing a
resurgent army in the conduct of
politics.
Even
though
the
“revolution of smiles” has been
bloodless so far, and the army has
been on the side-lines, the military
man and senior officer of the
People’s National Army, Gaïd Salah
has been acquiring more and
more influence since Bouteflika’s
resignation.
He
has
been
presenting himself as the strong
man who can cast aside the old
corrupt system and replace it with
a more functioning one, thus
improving the material standards
of
Algerians.
In conclusion, Algeria’s protests are
a great example of popular
political informal participation as a
driver for change. Even though
there are calls for greater freedom,
liberty and an end to old outdated
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systems of governance, the
people’s decision to take the
streets was mainly inspired by
deteriorating economic conditions
and by the inability of Bouteflika’s
government’s inability to meet
basic demands after the 2014 oil
crisis. With a decreasing trust in
formal channels of political
representation, intended as free
and fair elections, Algerians are
demanding a new responsive
system that is able to deliver on a
better quality of life. What this
system will and how it will be
achieved is still unclear. Yet, as it
has been historically evident in the
country’s history, the military could
go back to play a central role in
the political process of Algeria.

Sudan’s
Uprising: A
Regional
Triumph
By Liena Ellahawi
National economic hardship, rising
costs of living and bread shortages
– the rich recipe for a revolution.
In December 2018, a series of
demonstrations broke out across
cities in Sudan, initially insisting on
serious economic reforms to
stabilize the nation. As protest
activity grew, however, the
motivation to oust 30-year
president Omar Al-Bashir became
more and more prevalent. From
the myriad of events which took
place, one thing is certain: that
Sudan’s revolution will be noted as
a momentous moment in history,
and one I will always be proud to
have
partaken
in.
At first, the power of the people
was greatly undermined. Protests
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were
arbitrary
and
highly
inconsistent, with processions
taking place merely every weekend
and primarily led by motivated
students. The elder generation was
naturally the least enthusiastic and
practically saw no point in
demonstrating:
I
recall
my
grandparents complaining that all
protesting will do in Khartoum is
cause unnecessary congestion in
the already bustling streets
alongside disruption to the
regular, daily lives of citizens… and
all for what? But, having witnessed
revolutions in 1989 and 2013, it
hardly comes as a surprise that the
elder generation adopted such a
pessimistic
attitude.
Social
disruption and political disorder
were the sole consequences of the
previous protest activity, and so it

“Suffering and harm
from the brute force
of tear gas became
the norm. ”
was understandable why they did
not
anticipate
a
successful
outcome
in
2019.
To our delight, processions gained
momentum
each
day
as
individuals became more aware of

their fundamental rights and the
potential to achieve them. But this
was at a great cost; while we grew
in strength, police forces increased
the brutality they were prepared to
employ. Suffering and harm from
the brute force of tear gas became
the norm, and hearing about
instances of young men being
beaten became more and more
familiar.
And
when
live
ammunition started to fly through
the streets, everyone was afraid.
December 21st is a day I will never
fail to remember. Police opened
fire in Al-Gedarif (a city in Eastern
Sudan), causing the deaths of
around 20 protestors. People
thought, “if this can happen on
day 3 of protesting… what else will
we have to live through?”. Yes,
everyone was afraid, but only
momentarily. No one wanted the
deaths of the martyrs to be in vain
and, if anything, the numbers of
Sudanese on the streets skyrocketed for the sake of those who
had fallen. “Peace, peace, peace!”
has been a steady slogan of our
revolution, and the significance is
two-fold: peace, being the state
we wish for Sudan to be in as a
direct
result
of
these
demonstrations, but also peace
against the authorities who were
ordered to inflict any harm on
protestors, with no mercy at all.
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one of us was eager to join this combined with a sea of blue
Fast forward a few months of extensive family, where all profile pictures in solidarity. After
protesting, everyone had become judgement was absent, and a the 40-odd days of an internet
invested in our revolution. sense
of
belonging
was blackout, it was emotional for us
Universities closed temporarily as reinforced.
to discover the world had
students refused to attend and
eventually
recognized
our
employees
were
constantly My physical participation in struggle and was no longer silent
striking, all as a method of civil Sudan’s revolution came at a for
us.
disobedience. April 6th is noted somewhat inconvenient moment.
as a day where our uprising took I had touched down a couple August 1st is the day I fulfilled my
a monumental turn. A million- days before the brutal sit-in revolution dreams; I finally
man march was organized for dispersal on 3rd June, which partook in a million-man march
different processions in the murdered more
than
150 which was orchestrated following
capital to meet at the military protestors and injured hundreds; the lack of justice achieved for
headquarters, which laid the I soon had to tolerate the same the martyrs. For months, I had
grounds for the great sit-in. The terror every national had been observed everything unfold in
numbers
were
Sudan from miles away,
outstanding, the chants
leaving
me
feeling
were sonorous and any
helpless. But marching
“When one man falls, a million rise. among my people created
video I came across gave
me instant goose bumps. We stick together like glue, and our an indescribable sense of
It’s safe to say any
and belonging,
resilience, truly, is unmatched. ” euphoria
diaspora kid was so
that still makes me smile to
desperate to be there
this day. With my flag
among their people.
draped
around
my
April 11th – the day Al-Bashir was enduring for the past months in shoulders, I joined in every chant
finally ousted, and his 30-year simple daily tasks. The internet and even luckily led my own.
dictatorial rule finally came to an blackout which followed was an There was one aspect which was
end… only for him to be replaced attempt by the authoritarian particularly heart-warming: the
by his military cronies, ultimately regime to curb the spread of resilience of my people. Having
defeating the entire objective of photos and videos of the protested for nine months in the
the protests.
massacre, and to further silence sweltering heat, losing loved ones
“The revolution’s getting started!” nationwide demonstrations. What along the way and occasionally
protestors cried, and indeed a those of us in Sudan didn’t know, given a false sense of hope,
surge in the volume of protestors was that our revolution had finally nothing has discouraged them.
was noticeable. The sit-in in front started to gain recognition across When one man falls, a million
of the military headquarters social media with the aid of rise. We stick together like glue
became a symbol of our hashtags
such
as and our resilience, truly, is
revolution; it assembled us all in #IAmTheSudanRevolution,
unmatched.
one location, regardless of race,
tribe or ethnicity, and acted as a
safe haven. It truly resembled a
universe of its own, with food and
water distribution, daily classes
for homeless children and the
occasional
sing-along
to
revolutionary tunes. One of the
most heart-warming occasions
was the train full of citizens from
Atbara, the first city to commence
the protest activity by burning
down
the
ruling
party’s
headquarters. Each and every
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I still cannot fathom that I played a
role in sculpting Sudan’s history.
One day we’ll be telling our
children, “… and that, kids, is how
we fought for and achieved
democracy in Sudan”. Across the
Arab world, Sudan has been
criticised for its uprising being “late
to the Arab Spring”, but it was
never intended to replicate the
Spring - that had already been
tried, and we miserably failed.
What’s unique about this revolution
is the fact it was purely motivated
by Sudanese, for Sudan; and when
something comes from within, the
prospects of success are higher. In
all honesty, 2019 was a draining
year for us, mentally, physically and
emotionally. But we will return,
stronger than ever, and build the
Sudan we’ve always dreamed of.

Beyond
Sectarian
Divides: The
Lebanon
Protests in
Perspective
By Louise Mayer
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Since the 17th October 2019,
Lebanon has witnessed large-scale
demonstrations. Triggered by the
government’s decision to increase
taxes, including on the messaging
service WhatsApp - widely used by
the Lebanese people to be in
contact
with
the
diaspora
community - 1.5 million Lebanese
took to the streets, putting pressure
on the government. Protesters are
demonstrating in cities’ main
squares and have prompted new
forms of dissent and opposition.
These include civil disobedience
actions such as sit-ins, road
blockades and even DJ sets like
those of Madi K, the DJ who is
rocking the revolution. The main
objectives are to raise awareness of
their demands and bring the
country to a standstill. As in similar
protest
movements,
common
demands are hard to identify.
However, some central demands
can be highlighted. After obtaining
the resignation of the Prime
minister Hariri and his government,
protesters now demand the
formation of a new technocratic
government, as well as more
political accountability of the ruling
institutions alongside greater justice
for the people, following former
governments’ major figures have
been suspected of embezzlement,
including former Prime Ministers
Fouad Siniora and Najib Mikati, as

well as former Telecommunication
Minister Jamal Jarah,. These
protests show that the Lebanese
are building unity and action as a
one unified people, beyond
sectarian and class divides, which
have often afflicted the country’s
history
in
the
past.
Lebanon has gone through major
large-scale protests in 2005 and
2015.
Yet,
the
ongoing
demonstrations differ in that they
are spontaneous and acephalous.
That may be a strength of the
movement
because
the
government has no leader to either
negotiate
with
or
establish
compromises, that might fail to
meet people’s demands again.
Furthermore, they represent a
major turning point in the country’s
history, as these protests are not
organized along sectarian lines
and, therefore, highlight a renewed
sense of unity in Lebanon. Contrary
to the 2015 demonstrations,
protests arose not only in Beirut
but all over the country: in the
Beqa’a plain, Tripoli (Northern
Lebanon), Nabatyeh and Tyre
(Southern Lebanon). Traditionally,
people from the south of Lebanon
rarely took part in protests, but this
time members of the Shi’a
community publicly denounced
Shi’a leaders, including Secretary
General of the paramilitary party
Hezbollah,
Hassan
Nasrallah.
People with different religious and
social backgrounds took part in the
mobilisation, in both urban and
rural areas. Lina Khatib, Head of the
Middle East and North Africa
Programme at Chatham House,
interestingly highlights that “for the
first time, people are demanding
accountability from the leaders of
their own sects as well as from the
government
at
large,
and
protesters in Sunni strongholds like
Tripoli are expressing solidarity with
protesters in Shia strongholds like
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business centre in the old city, by using jobs, welfare and salaries
Protesters are now calling for an provides a sharp example. Parallel as leverage. Lebanese should
end to the outdated political - to these neo-liberal policies, the therefore be careful and design
and capitalist economic – system. state is unable to provide more specific political demands
Established in 1989 after the essential
services:
Lebanon once the “revolutionary moment”
Lebanese civil war, the Taif regularly
faces
electricity has
passed.
Agreement,
an
informal shortages and is unable to deal The ‘October revolution’ is
agreement between different with
the
water
crisis. definitely part of the second wave
post-war political and religious Unemployment reaches 25% of of the Arab spring as are the
factions,
institutionalized
a the population, leaving the youth revolutions in Algeria, Sudan and
communitarian political system in distressed. In this context of Iraq. These countries, which had
which the offices of President, mismanagement, protesters are been deemed by many observers
Prime Minister and Speaker of the logically
demanding as uncapable or unwilling to
House were assigned to the accountability for the regime’s revolt, are now proving the world
Maronite, Sunni and Shia
the
opposite.
By
sects respectively in order
overcoming sectarian and
to
equally
and “Protesters are now calling for an class divides, the Lebanese
proportionally represent all
protests are a turning point
the religious communities. end to outdated political—and and hopefully they will
Lebanon is also embedded
capitalist economic system. ” trigger a fundamental
in a patronage and
evolution in the relation
clientelist system, which
between citizens and state
fosters corruption. The Lebanese illicit gains and fairer socioin Lebanon.
are fed up with these networks of economic
opportunities.
corruption and are now calling for Now, after three weeks of
a more equal, fair and efficient protests, what are the potential
system. By going to the streets, perspectives of the movement?
people
are
defying
their The Prime Minister, Saad Hariri
traditional patrons. Most of the has resigned on 29th October
power bases of the major political 2019. As Parliament has not been
parties are progressively turning dissolved, new elections will not
their backs on their leaders. take place and a new government
will have to be formed with the
From an economic standpoint, same parliamentary majority. The
the economic model derived question is now: who can
from the Taif Agreement fostered legitimately
form
a
new
a profound economic and government and replace the old
financial crisis, especially since elite and patronage system? Real
2001, leading to the Paris alternatives do not seem to exist
conferences I, II, III and IV, or are very limited. For instance,
convened by France, in an the army has been playing an
attempt to solve the economic ambivalent role in Lebanon, both
crisis and help Lebanon obtain supporting the protests because
loans and funds to achieve its part of the army want change in
development goals. Protesters Lebanon and repressing it
also criticize the neo-liberal because they have been ordered
policies implemented since the to by the authorities. As we have
1990s. Numerous liberalization seen in the aftermath of other
policies and privatisation projects Arab Springs, there is a risk for
are only benefiting a small elite. the revolution to be ‘captured’ by
The privatisation of the centre of the same corrupted elite. In a
Beirut through the project fight for their survival, the elites
Solidere, which created luxury could contain the revolution
shops and flats as well as a through their clientelist networks
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Central Asia:
The
Beginning of
a Conflict?
By Umberto Tabalappi

During September, Kazakhstan saw
its two largest cities, Nur-Sultan
(formerly known as Astana) and
Almaty,
flooded
with
demonstrations. Most activists
were protesting against China’s
influence over the country and,
more in general, in the Central
Asian region. Only one month
before, in Kyrgyzstan, villagers
crashed and protested against a
Chinese-owned gold mine, leading
eventually to its closure. Clearly,
these events display the rising
feeling of resentment against
China in Central Asia. However,
different reasons lie at the heart of
such
protests.
Ever since the 1990s, relations
between China and Central Asian
countries have been friendly, stable
KCL Politics Society

and mutually beneficial. One can debt that Central Asian countries
think of the buy-off of ‘Petro owe to China. Just to give an idea
Kazakhstan’, a petrol company of the magnitude of such debt,
formerly owned by Kazakhstan, by according to the ‘Carnegie
‘China
National
Petroleum Moscow
Center’,
Kazakhstan
Corporation’ in 2005 as an currently owes China over $11
example of this. Similarly, China is billion. Even if such figure is the
Kyrgyzstan’s
largest
trading largest of the region, it is a
partner, especially after the sustainable debt, representing only
creation of a free-trade zone in 6% of Kazakhstan's GDP. What this
Naryn, a central region in the latter means is that, if Kazakhstan was to
country. Indeed, even though the fully payback China for its
Naryn region contributes to only investments, it would only use up
3% of Kyrgyzstan’s GDP, per the 6% of its produced output.
‘Institute for Applied Systems On the other hand, ‘The
Analysis’, it has significant reserves Washington Post’ suggests China
of coal. With China’s ever owns around 50% of Kyrgyzstan’s
increasing demand for energy, it debt . From this figure, it is not
comes with little surprise that the hard to comprehend Kyrgyz’s
region
attracts
growing
large shares of
concerns about
Chinese capital
Chinese
investment.
interference
in
In light of this, “Events display the rising their economy.
one
would
such
feeling of resentment Clearly,
reasonably
debt ratio is
question why anti against China in Central difficult
to
-China sentiment
sustain. Hence,
Asia.”
is rising in the
citizens possibly
region
and,
fear that, in the
furthermore, how
future,
did it lead to the
Kyrgyzstan
will
above-mentioned protests. The become increasingly dependent
first culprit could be the increasing from China, up to the point where
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even the country’s national
sovereignty
would
be
endangered.
As part of the ‘Belt and Road
Initiative’ (BRI), China is planning
to intensify investments in Central
Asia. China is planning to move 55
factories to Kazakhstan. This is
surely boosting Kazakhs fears of
increased economic dependence
from Beijing. This transfer of
factories could also imply less
employment for Kazak’s workers.
In effect, this inference sounds
even more logical knowing that, in
2018, according to ‘The Diplomat’,
the country witnessed the arrival
of 30,000 Chinese workers as part
of the construction of BRI funded
projects. Indeed, Kyrgyz workers
see this migration as a serious
threat to their employment
stability, further increasing their
feelings of hatred towards China.
Moreover, China’s influence in the
region, protesters claim, is
contributing
to
increasing
corruption levels in Central Asia.
For instance, in 2017, imports from
China to Kazakhstan were valued
at $11 billion by China and at $4
billion by Kazakhstan, according to
the ‘Carnegie Moscow Center’.
This is a possible hint at local
border corruption. Similarly, ‘The
Washington Post’ reports that in
2013 Kyrgyz leaders awarded a
$386 million contract to a Chinese
company, which led to a largescale corruption scandal, leading
to the arrest of two former prime
ministers.
However,
Central
Asian
Xenophobia possibly has its main
root in Beijing’s actions in the
Chinese region of Xinjiang. China
is following a policy of counter
extremism
in
Xinjiang,
by
persecuting Muslim minorities,
such as the Uyghurs. Uyghurs
have
been
placed
into
‘educational’ camps, where they
are forced to undertake a process
of dehumanizing indoctrination.
While figures are not exact, ‘The
Diplomat’ estimates that at least 1
million Uyghurs have been placed
in such camps. Roughly, 20,000 of
them were ethnic Kazakh and
10,000
ethnic
Kyrgyz.
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The latter country directly borders
the
region
and
received,
according to ‘ORF’, a flow of
400,000 exiled Uyghurs over the
past
50
years,
possibly
undermining
the
diplomatic
between Kazakhstan and China
and, furthermore, nurture a feeling
of mutual resentment between the
two nationalities. Exiled Uyghurs
like Mihrigul Tursun testified
against Chinese actions in the

“A government’s priority
should always be the
safety and welfare of its
citizens.”
camps, adding that while she was
imprisoned she begged Chinese
police officials to kill her.
Additionally, she recalls the violent
beatings that happened in
Xinjiang’s camps; such beatings
left her deaf from the right
hearing. Moreover, she confessed
to The Telegraph that she was
“forced to take unidentified drugs
that caused her to blackout, made
to sing songs that praise the
Communist Party, and told often
that being Uighur was a crime”.
After hearing testimonies like this
one, it is probable that many
Kazakhs and Kyrgyz came to the
conclusion that China sees
Muslims as a source of terrorism

and extremism. Indeed, such fears
have
been
worsened
by
continuous media publications
about repressive actions that the
Chinese government is taking
against Muslims in Xinjiang. Some
of these actions include the
destruction of several mosques
and the banning of public prayers.
Reportedly, residents in Xinjiang
are not allowed to travel and are
forced to give Chinese names to
their children. What goes on in the
‘educational’ camps is even worse,
with
Uyghurs
constantly
brainwashed and coerced to reject
Muslim principles and pledge
allegiance to the communist party.
Given that roughly 1 million
Kazakhs and Kyrgyz live in the
Xinjiang region and, that Central
Asia is mainly Muslim, Chinese
persecution of the Uyghurs could
lead to further conflict between
Beijing and Central Asia. So far,
the protests have been modest
and
relatively
non-violent.
However,
Central
Asian
governments have refused to take
a clear stand on both the assertion
that China is invading their
national economies and that,
more importantly, some of their
citizens have been imprisoned in
Chinese concentration camps. This
refusal, even if hardly justifiable,
can be understood by looking
again at the above mentioned
economic indicators. In effect,
China is an extremely influential
player in Central Asian countries
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economies. Hence, taking a clear
stand against Beijing could
undermine economically beneficial
trade and investment projects. On
the other hand, a government’s
priority should always be the safety
and welfare of its citizens.
It goes without saying that, if
Central Asian governments do not
find an effective diplomatic way of
dealing with the spreading antiChina sentiment that is rising in the
region, future protests might be
much less peaceful.

India’s
Revocation of
Articles 370
and 35A:
A Call for
Development
or a GeoPolitical
Strategy?
By J. P. Tavares

Protests in Islamabad and Kashmir
have rippled their way across to
London, with a cry for justice for
the residents of Jammu and
Kashmir. Such discontent is based
on the belief that Amit Shah’s
revocation of Article 370 and 35A
of the constitution, is essentially a
power-play to change the majority
Muslim
population,
into
a
predominantly
Hindu
region.
Article 370 of the 1956 constitution
states that Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K) are under special status of
local autonomy, with the exception
on matters of foreign policy,
finance,
defense
and
communications. Moreover, J&K
had the autonomy of their own
rule of law and local governmental
KCL Politics Society

structures. This ties in with article
35A of the constitution, which
essentially declares that only
citizens of J&K are permitted to
purchase property, and given that
both are predominantly Muslim,
the neighbouring Indian (Hindu)
population are restricted from
buying property in Kashmir.
Many Indian officials, such as Shah
and Modi, argue that this
revocation of article 35A allows
wealth to be brought into Jammu
and Kashmir, generating jobs and
opportunities for those who are
entrenched in poverty. In fact,
many make the case that J&K is a
significantly
underdeveloped
region, and article 35A curbs the
possibility of incoming wealth. On
the contrary, J&K residents and
Pakistani supporters argue that this
is nothing but India’s geo-political
strategy, who has, allegedly,
illegitimately taken J&K from the
Pakistani people. The revocation of
local autonomy, and the availability
of property for ‘foreigners’ allow
the growth of a Hindu majority, a
strategy that aims to legitimise
Indian ownership over both
domains.
It is undeniable that the revocation
of these articles has sparked
protest and tension worldwide, in
part, due to India’s behaviour once
the decrees were removed.
Institutions such as Amnesty
International,
and
foreign
governments have condemned

India
for
restricting
communications from J&K for a
period of two months. Additionally,
Jammu and Kashmir is widely
known as one of the most densely
militarised regions of the world
with over 900,000 personnel, and
the recent revocation has been
followed by an increased Indian
military presence, carrying out over
4,000 arrests under the 1978 Public
Safety Act, which permits arbitrary
imprisonment for up to two years.
Politicians and community leaders
were also unable to inform or
contact the media or their
legislature, due to house arrests,
and collapsed communication
services. Locals have shown how
children were unable to go to
school,
as
parents
feared
imprisonment,
protestor/military
violence, and incommunicability
with
family
members.
This
stagnation of day-to-day life, and
the deprivation from work and
school, are argued as the
legitimate grounds to protest by
J&K citizens, as well as Human
Rights sympathisers.
“What if there are clashes on the
way? Who will inform us and who
will take responsibility of their
safety?" - Safiya Tajamul, parent of
two, on not taking her children to
school.
The Jammu Kashmir Liberation
Front (JKLF) has organised several
marches and protests in the
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direction and vicinity of the Line of
Control (LoC), bordering India’s
territory. An Al-Jazeera interview
with a JKLF member, showed that
the organisation aims to go past
the LoC, with an approximate
3,000-5,000 protestors. These
statements and attitudes by JKLF
caused
the
Pakistani
Prime
Minister, to warn the liberation
movement
“I understand the anguish of the
Kashmiris in AJK seeing their fellow
Kashmiris in IOJK under an
inhumane curfew for over 2
months. But any one crossing the
LoC
from
AJK to
provide
humanitarian aid or support for
Kashmiri struggle will play into the
hands of the Indian narrative” Imran
Khan.

“This march will only deepen
divisions at a time when Londoners
need to come together. That is
why I am calling on those
organising the march and all those
considering taking part in it to think
again and cancel their plans,”Sadiq
Khan

This “narrative” plays into India’s
reasoning for annexing J&K, to
develop the region and to combat
terrorism. In particular, terrorist
groups. The very issue of India’s Notably, the annexation of J&K has
justification of curbing terrorism, is removed the special status of a
how its curfews, arrests and
communication bans have fueled
the discontent of J&K residents, “Stagnation of day-tofurther provoking protests and
day life, and the
violence. As Khan’s statement
shows, JKLF militants, if crossing deprivation from work
the LoC, would only further
justify
India’s
anti-terrorist and school, are argued
narrative of the region. However,
as the legitimate
it must be noted that J&K
protests should not be seen grounds for protest by
solely as efforts of the Liberation
J&K citizens...”
Fronts, terrorist groups or
Pakistani funded movements,
locals have acted in peaceful
defiance to the Indian occupation, majority Muslim region. While
by refusing to open shops and many claim this will hinder terrorist
gathering
peacefully. control of the region, and bring in
wealth, it is noticeable that the
Due to the intense militarisation enforcement of the annexation has
and fear of arrest, larger protests agitated and provoked locals and
are seen outside of Indian sympathisers to protest in J&K and
controlled territories, particularly in Pakistan, reaching as far as
Pakistan. Yet, such protests have London.
taken an international turn, when a
group of protestors gathered in To further escalate protests and
India’s High Commission in London tensions, Modi’s recent citizenship
and at India House. This was legislation is taken as an anticonsidered by many, including the Muslim
approach,
preventing
Mayor Sadiq Khan, as an Muslim refugees from attaining
irresponsible protest, considering it Indian citizenship, while facilitating
took place during Diwali.
the path to citizenship to any other
religion.
Modi’s
enforced
KCL Politics Society

citizenship check further fuelled
dissatisfaction in the state of
Assam, given that the policy left
millions stateless. Visibly, the antiPakistani, anti-terrorist and antiMuslim rhetoric has been seen as
blatantly intolerant, contradicting
the long history of religious
pluralism
in
India.
The future of J&K’s protests will rest
on whether India can normalise the
region’s day to day life and on
whether terrorist factions will
continue to agitate a young and
dissatisfied population. Regardless
of the possible development the
revocation of articles 370 and 35A
may bring; taking down local
authorities and communications,
while arbitrarily arresting those who
may or may not be a threat coupled
with
exclusionary
citizenship laws - are all provoking
further polarised protests, which
invariably radicalise India’s antiterrorist rhetoric.
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Do Protests
Have a Place
in
Democracy? A
Look at the
2019
Indonesian
Student
Protests
By Nour Attalla
Protests have throughout time
been an important part of the
political process. They have
resulted in the toppling of many
dictatorships, and raised awareness
for important political causes across
the world. Young people usually
participate the most in protests,
and in democracies they often also
participate the least in elections.
Although protests are commonly
accepted as a part of the political
process,
their
efficacy
in
democracies is questionable, and if
they fail, this can lead to more
political disillusionment of the
protesters.
Is protesting really an effective way
of voicing frustration with the
political system of a democratic
country?
In Asia, over time there has been a
very strong development of
protests led by students and young
people in general. From the
Tiananmen Square protests in 1989
to this past year in Indonesia,
protests have become a staple of
East Asian politics, as the continent
has developed rapidly during the
last
decades.
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Many previously underdeveloped
East and South East Asian countries
have experienced rapid economic
growth, which has improved
education levels and welfare
standards in general. Younger
generations have often grown up
with significantly lower exposure to
poverty than their parents. This is
not to say that poverty no longer
exists in these countries, but the
educated middle classes have
grown rapidly into an important
social group. As many younger
generations have been more
exposed to liberal values, they are
more prone to prioritise and
defend
them
than
older
generations, who have experienced
serious
material
depravity.
This past fall, widespread student
protests broke out in Indonesia
after the democratically elected
parliament passed a set of laws
restricting free speech, increasing
religious
conservatism,
and
reducing
protection
against
corruption. Many expressed fears
that they would lose civil liberties
due to new strict limitations on
abortion rights and premarital
sexual
relations.
Also,
the
weakening
of
the
country’s
‘Corruption Reduction Commission’
could allow president Widodo to
gain increased personal power in
government. The anti-corruption
commission was created in 2002

after general Suharto’s 30-year
long violent dictatorship was
toppled by student protests in 1998.
Reducing its powers could roll back
the two decades of steady
democratisation in the country.
In Asia, political trust among the
general population is often quite
low due to a history of violent
coups, rampant corruption, and
violent dictatorships. This explains
why younger generations have little
trust in formal political channels,
and instead regularly express their
frustration with their country’s
governance
by
protesting.
Protests are not only confined to
East Asia however, as protests are
also common in Western countries,
despite them having some of the
highest levels of democracy and
political freedom in the world.
Disillusionment with the political
process in Western countries is a
concerning
sign
about
the
effectiveness of the democratic
political process. Protesting is seen
as a way of affecting change
without participating in electoral
politics, which can be perceived as
bureaucratic
and
ineffective.
Also, protest patterns defy the
misconception that younger people
are less engaged in politics,
because protesting shows a
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tangible engagement with relevant
political issues. Protests are often
held to raise awareness for specific
causes that younger generations
feel the government is not
promoting enough, such as LGBT
rights or environmental protection.
In Asia, the lack of democracy and
freedom is why student protests
have been commonplace since the
middle of the 20th century. Recent
political developments in the West,
such as the election of Donald
Trump in the US and Brexit in the
UK were carried out through the
legitimate political processes. Still,
they caused many people, and
particularly younger generations,
to feel that their voices weren’t
heard, and their interests not
protected, and they protested as a
result.
However, although the motivations
may be similar, protests are maybe
not as effective in democracies as
they are in authoritarian countries.
In
developed
democracies,
protests are usually only successful
when they translate into support in
formal politics. When this support
is not present, protests may fail
irrespective of how much popular
support they have. For example,
the anti-Iraq war protests in 2003
were some of the largest the world
had ever seen, but political leaders
chose to press on with the invasion
nonetheless.

In non-democratic countries, the
political
process
is
already
corrupted, and support for
authoritarian governments is often
less stable than for democratic
governments. In these countries,
protests can be much more
dangerous for the political system
itself, and they often receive a
much stronger response from the
government. The nature of this
response can vary strongly. In the
Indonesian case, president Widodo
withdrew the new legislation to
help peace return to the country.
In 1989 in China the students didn’t
have the same luck, and the
protests were violently quashed by
the army, resulting in hundreds of
deaths.
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Young people in Asia have clearly
understood the importance of
stability for authoritarian regimes,
and how protesting can be used as

“Many people,
particularly younger
generations, [felt] that
their voices weren’t
heard.”
an effective way to raise their
voices. As people know that
protesting is likely to spark a
response from the government,
they have a way to express their
political frustration in spite of not
being able to participate in formal
politics.
In established democracies, people
also protest for causes they believe
in, but this cannot replace the
democratic process that legitimises
the government’s authority. In
democracies, people can raise
their voice through the system by
voting against a party if they do
not believe in them. Elections
ensure that the voice of the
population is heard, and not just of
a
vocal
minority.

In democracies, one can raise
awareness for issues by protesting,
but expecting the government to
take actions based on protests
alone would be wrong, as it would
undermine the legitimate political
process. Young people often have
by far the lowest election turnout
in democracies, and also the
highest participation rate in
protests. This creates a vicious
cycle, as disillusionment leads to
lower participation in politics,
which leads to one’s voice being
heard even less, causing further
disillusionment. Despite what some
may believe, protesting shouldn’t
be the action to undertake when
disagreeing with a democratically
elected
government.
For people disillusioned with the
system, it might be wise to take a
moment and consider whether the
way they are participating in
democracy really is the most
effective way of causing change.
Protesting not directly causing
political changes might actually be
a sign that the democratic political
processes are working well and
respecting the voice of the silent
majority.
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English Sports
Stars:
Apolitical
Zombies or
Contented
Coasters?
By Samuel Jackson
Overall,
Twenty-First
Century
English sports teams and players
don’t protest outside the field of
play. Politics seems to be a
complete anathema and coming
across someone holding a strong
opinion on a social issue, racism
apart, is rare. This is in huge
contrast to other professions in the
public eye, with the music and film
industries
churning
out
campaigners and activists across
the political spectrum. This is also
highly dissimilar to sports teams in
other nations; why?
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The two biggest protestor groups
currently active in the UK are those
related to Brexit, be that for or
against, and anti-climate change
groups, chiefly Extinction Rebellion.
The protestors in both groups are
predominantly young, as are most
sportspeople.

supported by Southend United
manager and failed politician Sol
Campbell, retired cricketer Sir Ian
Botham,
former
England
goalkeeper David James, and
former Olympic rower James
Cracknell.
The
overwhelming
majority of those who have
declared their camp have retired,
Brexit has been the central element moved into management, or
of the national conversation for moved into media.
over three and a half years, and it Sports personalities are even more
seems one would have to practice poorly
represented
amongst
active avoidance to not have an Extinction Rebellion supporters. In a
opinion on the
letter sent to
matter.
Despite
media on
“Politics seems to be a the
this,
very
few
October 16th,
sporting
figures complete anathema and over a hundred
have revealed their
celebrities
camp, let alone coming across someone admitted their
protested
with
in
holding a strong opinion hypocrisy
hundreds
of
endorsing the
thousands of other on a social issue, racism group
whilst
people. Remain is
continuing
to
apart, is rare.”
supported
by
live
carbon
former footballer
intensive
Garry
Lineker,
lifestyles
and
former
Olympic long-distance called for systemic change. Not one
runner Paula Radcliffe, former signatory was a sportsperson, with
rugby union players Brian Moore many from the film and music
and Lawrence Dallaglio, former industries, academia, broadcasters,
darts player Bobby George, and and even former Archbishop of
sailor Ben Ainslie. Leave is Canterbury
Rowan
Williams

Britain
represented. In fact, this author cricket side – one of the other 12
could only find evidence of two full members of the International
high
profile
sportspeople Cricket Council – went on strike
endorsing Extinction
over
Rebellion:
Joey
proposed
Barton,
former
changes
to
Footballer
and
their
current manager of “Male players have the domestic
Fleetwood
Town; power, but don’t seem league. This
and
Danny
was in sharp
Drinkwater,
a to be willing to exercise contrast
to
midfielder on loan
how various
it in public .”
at Burnley from
England
Chelsea.
Neither
players
Barton
nor
responded to
Drinkwater has been
The Hundred,
vilified for their support of the a new domestic competition being
movement, which begs the introduced next summer by the
question of why others haven’t England and Wales Cricket Board
endorsed the organisation.
(ECB). The Hundred has been
Of course, these and other lambasted in the press by
exceptions exist, but they are journalists and former players, and
hardly in the same league as the existing fanbase of English
current sportsperson-activists of cricket has not reacted kindly to
other countries. Take Colin news that the prime weeks of the
Kaepernick, the American Football season will be devoted to an
player who started taking a knee untried idea on which the entire
during the US Anthem to protest financial future of the sport has
state oppression of people of been gambled. However, current
colour, or even Megan Rapinoe, players have all shown up on time
the (association) football World to a series of over-managed
Cup winning FIFA Player of the launch events and uttered the
Year, who has used her platform to same cardboard platitudes about
draw attention to all kinds of how the competition will be great
inequality. She even refused to visit for the game and will attract a new
the White House after captaining audience.
the USA to World Cup victory. Admittedly, the ECB controls the
These are sporting activists who salary of the players, but the
may one day be remembered modern cricket world is such that
alongside Tommie Smith and John those male players without a
Carlos,
Basil
D’Oliveira,
Muhammad Ali, and Jesse Owens,
as people who used their platform
to lobby for substantive change to
the world in which they live. It is
not any disservice to Barton and
Drinkwater to not include them in
this list.
Similarly, English sports teams are
far less willing to have a major
dispute with their governing
bodies than other international
sides. The French rugby and
football teams have had multiple
fracas with their respective boards
in the past decade, over issues
ranging from pay to the team
management. In October multiple
members of the Bangladesh men’s
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central contract can make a very
lucrative living travelling the world
playing in franchise leagues, as
Kevin Pietersen, a former England
captain who fell out with the ECB,
proved. Male players have the
power, but don’t seem willing to
exercise it in public. This is unlike
both the Bangladesh side above
and the Australian men’s team,
whom
Australian
Cricketers
Association had an intense, hostile
battle with Cricket Australia
throughout 2017 on behalf of all
domestic
Australian
players.
International players were willing
to risk losing out on earnings for
the health of the game, just as in
Bangladesh. Although England
players stand to make a substantial
windfall from The Hundred, one
would hope the long-term health
of the game would be more
important to them, following the
Bangladeshi
and
Australian
example.
Perhaps,
then,
international
sportspeople in England are just
very content currently. For all the
recklessness
and
misguided
ambition of The Hundred, cricket
in England is possibly secure
enough after the 2019 World Cupwin for experimentation to occur,
and certainly as secure as it has
been at any point since the 2005
Ashes. Similarly, open racism in
British sport has declined markedly
due to successful campaigns from
various
governing
bodies,
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although Maro Itoje, the England
rugby lock forward, and Raheem
Sterling, the England football
winger, have both been outspoken
in discussing subtle racism in media
coverage of sport.
Racism, thankfully, is an issue that
has always seen a strong player-led
response, from the D’Oliveira affair
prompting Apartheid South Africa’s
exclusion from international sport
to the recent UEFA EURO 2020
qualifier match between England
and Bulgaria in Sofia on October
14th. In a widely lauded action,
England Men’s football team
finished the game in the face of
appalling
racial
abuse from
Bulgarian
fans.
The
players
unanimously deciding to remain on
the pitch, even though they had
been given the option of walking
off. Bulgaria had already been hit
with seat restrictions in punishment
for previous incidents of racial
abuse from fans, and this further
occurrence warranted a two-match
stadium ban and €75,000 fine from
UEFA, the European football
governing authority. The great and
the good of the English game,
including players such as Sterling
who had played the match, were
unanimous in their condemnation
of the abuse.
The answer to why English teams
and individual sportspeople don’t
tend to be overly politically
involved is probably found in the
mundane cocktail of contractual
terms and protection of financial
interests, general apathy and
contentment with position, and
strong boards more than capable
of taking on all but the strongest
episodes of industrial action.
However, as the inherent power of
the platform given to players
participating in top-level sport
grows, English sportspeople may
shake themselves from their stupor
of political inactivity and join the
party.
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The
Problematic
Structure of
Extinction
Rebellion
By Radeyah Ullah
October 2019 saw the usually
bustling City of London come to a
standstill. For two weeks Extinction
Rebellion protests engulfed the
nation’s capital. However, the
occupation of the city harvested
hostility rather than the change the
movement set out for. The
‘International Rebellion’ of nonviolent civil disobedience resulted in
public turmoil, leaving Londoners,
as well as many others, plagued
with ill feelings towards the
movement and the fight against
climate change.
Established in October 2018, and
starting out with only 1500
protestors, Extinction Rebellion
soon rapidly grew beyond London.
With its first major protest in April
2019, the movement was then
responsible
for
more
action being taken across
other cities such as Bristol,
Manchester, and Leeds to
name a few.
Extinction Rebellion has
only three aims: have the
government declare there
is a climate emergency, for
Britain to be zero carbon
by
2025,
and
the
implementation
of
a
citizens’ assembly to work
towards these problems.
The last of these demands
is now coming into fruition,
demonstrating the traction
that Extinction Rebellion
has gained and the
potential
it
has
to
implement change.
Despite its rapid growth,
the rising prominence of
Extinction Rebellion has
been far from perfect. The

movement is largely criticized for
having unachievable aims, most
notably with zero carbon being
deemed more achievable by 2050.
However, attention has now turned
towards
Extinction
Rebellion’s
structure and principles.
The movement is guided by 10
principles, with its final principle
currently dampening its status as a
respectable movement: ‘we are
based on autonomy and selfprinciple […] Anyone who follows
these core principles and values
can take action in the name of
Extinction Rebellion’. This has been
seen to come into practice in
recent protests but has been
identified as a potential risk to
gaining widespread support.
The view of Extinction Rebellion is
rather utopian, overlooking the
dangers of similar structure that has
damaged other protest movements
in the past. Instead, they pride
themselves on a structure that
encapsulates full transparency,
allowing others to even read their
constitution claiming they work
towards
being
an
inclusive
movement. The inner workings and
the structure of the Extinction
Rebellion relies heavily on ‘circles’
with transparency in order to
ensure that no individual attempts
to seize power.

Britain

With this taken into consideration,
it is important to consider how
decentralization impacts the way in
which protesters choose to take
action Whilst decentralization has
been seen as positive for Extinction
Rebellion, combined with social
media it has enabled its growth
globally, this is not to say it has
always reaped the rewards.
The morning of the 17th October
saw a small group of protesters
under the Extinction Rebellion
banner disrupt tube and train
timetables as they climbed onto
tube
carriages
and
glued
themselves to trains. The targeted
trains had the destination of
Canary Wharf, but it meant
disruption in Stratford, Canning
Town, and Shadwell.
The events at Canning Town were
seen as the center of controversy
with footage of protesters being
dragged off the top of the tube
and attacked by commuters before
being protected by staff went viral
within hours on Twitter. The video
attracted widespread attention on
social media and national news
with damaging criticism towards
the movement.
One of the clearest issues raised by
the incident is the decentralized
nature of Extinction Rebellion. It
soon became apparent that an
online poll was carried out
amongst members whereby 72%
answered that they were opposed
to this form of action. Despite this,
a small faction of the organization
KCL Politics Society
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decided to carry out the act. This is
a clear example of the dangers
posed by decentralization and how
democracy of the movement can
be compromised. Whilst they
introduce themselves as inclusive,
this has undoubtedly undermined

“The inner workings and
the structure of the
Extinction Rebellion
relies heavily on ’circles’
with transparency in
order to ensure no
individual attempts to
seize power.”
the credibility of those that identify
with Extinction Rebellion.
The episode has further tainted the
image of Extinction Rebellion
providing critics with all the
ammunition they need to question
the
movement’s
methods,
detracting from the much needed
discussion on the very real issues
that have forced so many to take
to the streets.
Perhaps the biggest backlash for
Extinction
Rebellion
of
the
incidents at Shadwell, Stratford and
Canning Town is the risk of
alienating the residents of those
areas. It has been noted by many
that the disruption of public
transport in areas that are

historically
and
predominantly
working
class greatly undermines
the
appeal
of
the
movement. Episodes like
this only lend credibility to
those who push the
argument that Extinction
Rebellion is perpetuating
the class divide.
Whilst it is heart-warming
to hear prominent figures
of Extinction Rebellion
stand in solidarity with the
protesters despite the fact
they may not agree with
their actions, it does not
serve them well in the
realm of public opinion.
The story of Extinction
Rebellion is history repeating itself,
as seen with 15-M in Spain where
the Mossos branch has been
criticized for being too aggressive
in its approach to protesting.
Furthermore,
decentralized
movements have received criticism
for lack of accountability. The
structure makes it difficult for the
leadership to be held accountable
by those acting in their name.
Moreover, these uncontrolled
actions become harder to prevent
under such conditions.
It is clear that the decentralized
nature of Extinction Rebellion has
so far proved to be a major
problem, particularly when dealing
with public perception of the
movement. The incident at
Canning Town has left many
feeling
discontent with the
controversial action of disrupting
public transport. This has fuelled
the growing image of Extinction
Rebellion as a white, middle-class
movement that alienates the
working class and ethnic minorities
through their actions.
There are lessons to be learnt from
other
decentralized
protest
movements,
where
decentralization
has
created
division and confused the public
about their aims. The growth of
Extinction Rebellion might become
a wasted potential for furthering
the environmental cause if they
allow a misguided minority to act
in their name, turning people away
from the fight against climate
change.
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